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Hunters find body of missing Hazel man
. Scott said pieces of clothing as
By, STACEY CROOK
well as Jones' driver's license
Staff Willer
were found near the decomposed
A body found in Land Between 'body.
The Lakes Monday by hunters
There was no skull near the
has been -tentatively identified" remains, Scott said.
at that of 20-year-old Roger.
There is a possibility the skull
Jones of Hazel, according to Cal- found in 'Calloway County July
loway County Deputy Sheriff 13 in Shady Oaks Mobile Home
Stan Scou.
Park is that of Jones. A forensic
Scott said skeletal remains. anthropologist at the University
which were found at approxi- of Tennessee at KnOxville is
mately 1 p.m. by squirretheters, working on the identification of
were located in Stewart County. the skull.
A positive identification will
Tenn., approximately 30 minutes
depend on results from evidence
from Calloway County.
Jones has been missing since at the West Kentucky- Regional
Medical Center and the forensic
May 28.

lab in Tennessee.
"We still have a lot of information to get from the lab," Scott
said.
A forensic team from UT
'Knoxville will be at the crime
scene Tuesday to search for more
clues anrgather evidence, Scott
said. After the skull Was found in
- July, authorities were hoping to
'get r positive identification
quickly. However, after being in
possession of the skull for more,
than a month, Dr. Mark
LeVaughn with the Kentucky
Medical Examiner's office, said

ROGER DALE JONES

Kenlake
receives
facelift
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff MI*
AURORA — Even though it's
one of the oldest state parks.
Kenlake State Park has a new
look.
And its paid off this summer.
All 48- rooms _in the Kenlake
Hotel have been remodeled,
while 20 of the 38 cottages at the
park have also been completely
renovated.
This summer, visitors at the
park have increased by about five
percent.
"It's been a reasonably decent
summer," said Kenlake Part
director Bill Hainsworth.
Across west Kentucky. tourism
has been on the increase this
summer. Paducah hotel owners
have especially seen a jump in
attendance, mainly due to the
Players Riverboat Casino in Metropolis, Ill.
Hainsworth said the casino's
effect on Kenlake has been
minimal.
"If it's had an effect, we're not
aware of it," Hainsworth said.

Jones is the son of Bill and
Helen Jones. His parents notified
authorities that their son might be
Missing .when .-he did not come
home that Friday night. in May
and he did not go to work the fol-

Missing persons posters were
spread across the ui-state region.
Friends of the family set up a
reward fund for Jones if a tip led
• See Page 2

Search Committee
Faculty Senate
meets tonight
By AMY WILSON

at a later date.
The composition of the committee has drawn fire from
Little more than a Week after
groups on campus because more
its creation, the search committee
are not involved in the
.people
president
new
a
find
to
appointed
-for Murray State University will .search process.
"The conimittee is attempting
have its initial meeting with the
to get input from faculty, staff/.
Faculty Senate at 7 p.m. tonight
students, alumni and other
in the auditorium of the Collins
groups," Julian said. "This meetCenter.
ing with the Faculty Senate is the
The committee, which consists
beginning of that process."
Wells
Easley,
Sid
of regents
Julian said he anticipates a
Lovett, Beverly Ford. student.
amount of input will be
large
faculand
Vanliorn
regent Brian
generated at the meeting. He has
ty regent Frank Julian, will look
alreads been given advice front
for a new president to scrve upon
the expiration of President. ;- arious people.
"The question we will be dealRonald J. Kunh's contract in July
ing with is what. talents are most
1994. Board of regents chairman
important for the job," he said.
James Butts will serve as an ex
only way we can answer
"The
member.
officio
that question is to get a lot of
"All we're doing right now Is
listening to the Faculty Senate input"
about what its criteria arc -- a
Julian said meeting with the
listening meeting," said Easley,
who is serving as committee faculty first sends a message.
"This is an attempt to say that
chairman.
Easley said the committee will
also meet with the Staff Congress • See Page 2
Statt Writer

OAVID FIAMEYi1.,ect9er & Times enottr
Bill HaInsworth, park manager at Kenlake State Park, said attendance has Increased by live percent at the
park thls year. All 48 rooms at the Kenlake Hotel have been remodeled In the last year.
"All of our comments have •bii.,They did an outstanding nib."
Three cottages arc also slated
been positive," Hainsworth said.
renovation this scar, part of a
for
"We took them down from the
walls, and went from there. We
II See Page 2
put in new furnishings, the whole

The rooms at the hotel were
completed gutted, and reworked.
Returning vacationers have liked
the new look, according to
Hainsworth.

Marcos body
returns for burial
By EILEEN GUERRERO
Associated Press Writer
LAOAG, Philippines (AP) —
To the cheers and sobbing of
thousands, the body of Ferdinand
Marcos, who inspired both loathing and adoration in 20 years as
president, was returned today for
burial seven years after he fled
into exile.
His black-garbed widow Imelda kissed the closed casket and
wept after a chartered jet brought
the body from Hawaii. The body
was then taken by horse-drawn
hearse to the city's Roman
Catholic cathedral along 10 mites
of crowd-lined roads.
A 74-year-old woman, Felicidad Faustino, walked the entire
stretch. "I 'would walk a thousand miles more" she said. "I
was born for, and I will die for,
Marcos.••
Others were even more
devoted: members of the Alpha
Omega cult, which worships
Marcos as a god.
"Marcos is God Almighty,"
said Ernesto Ramirez. "With his
return, all our suffering will

SAurday morning at the
he could not make a positive
Restaurant.
Cabin
-Log
identification.
Numerous searches across CalThe skull was sent to the foreloway County turned up few'
nsic anthropologist at UT Knoxleads. Volunteers from several
ville. That doctor is still working
agencies as well as neighbors and
on the identification.
friends continued their search tor
Scott said he has suspected
Jones for several days after his
foul play since Jones disappeared
•
more than three months ago. He. disappearance.
No formal searches were conwas last seen in front of his
ducted outside Calloway County.
house .on Third Street_ in 113/C1_

Calloway man
caught after
eluding police

end."
Virtually every window along
the route was filled with people
viewing the cortege. About 500
people packed the cathedral for
the Mass, and thousands of others
jammed the courtyard' outside.
After the Mass, the body was
taken to a black reviewing stand
in front of the gleaming white
provincial capitol. It will lie there
until Wednesday, when a torchlight parade is to accompany
the body to Marcos' hometown
Batac, nine miles away.
There he will be buried Friday'
in a mausoleum next to his family home. Marcos' mother Josefa,
who died in 1988, will be buried
Thursday. Her body had been
kept in a refrigerated container
until her son coulire.Onst home.
Despite his reputation as a corrupt dictator, Marcos is revered
among flocano-speakers' of northern Luzon Island.
Mourners blew a water buffalo
horn, an llocano rite signaling a
death. A woman in black
See Page 2

BENTON, Ky. — The Callowax County man who
escaped from Marshall County
deputies was recaptured Saturday morning in Benton.
Sherifrs deputies and a city
police officer arrested Donnie
Siress4t 5:40 a.m. at a home
on South Main Street after the
sherifrs department received a
tip of his whereabouts.
Siress escaped from deputies Wednesday after being
arrested on a Calloway County
grand jury indictment charging'-, him .with engaging in organized crime. Before the arrest,
he was visiting a patient at
Marshall County Hospital.
Is Sircss broke free from a
deputy while at the hospital
and was able to get into a
wooded area where authorities
lost his trail.
He was charged with engaging in organized crime and
second-degree escape, as wen
as trafficking in marijuana
from a Marshall County indictment. He was lodged in the
Marshall County Detention
Center in lieu of $45,000
bond.

Drawing Board
White House plans overhaul
Ten percent of the Agriculgovernment."
By RON FOURNIER
Department's -12,000 field
ture
Aides to President Clinton
Associated Press Writer
nationwide. Estimated
offices
politically
the
give
to
hoped
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
a huge send-off savings through the 1999 fiscal
concept
popular
White House today recommended
South Lawn ceremony 'year: 51.7 billion.
a wide array of cuts, consolida- at a
. --All regional offices at the
by Clinton, his Cabinet
attended
tions and changes in the federal
of Housing . and
Department
review,
his point man on the
bureaucracy that it said would 'and
t, plus a
Developmen
Urban
Gore.
Al
Vice President
save $108 billion by century's
its sys-down"
"pare
to
promiseAides also planned a bit of
end.
cut its
and
field
offices
80
of
tem
perceremony,
at the
The streamlined government theatrics
by
staff
field
on
10,000-pers
forklift symbolically haul$167
would have, 252,000 fewer jobs, haps a
savings:
Estimated
1,5(8).
regulareams of rules and
with thousands of federal ing off
White House hopes to million.
the
tions
through
out
employees phased
-Five of the U.S. Army Corps
.
attrition, buyouts, early retire- eliminate.
Engineers' 11 field offices.
of.
implecould
Clinton
Although
ment and retraining for private
savings: $68 million.
Estimated
ment many of the recommendasector jobs.
ions embrace
The
recommendat
government'
tions to "reinvent
Reducing the civilian, nonby the
studies
or
ongoing
old
the White House
postal work force by 12 percent immediately,
themagencies
and
departments
The
plan to do so today.
over the next five years would did not
sign execu- selves. The report did not include
will
likely
president
bring the federal payroll below 2
closings, apparently leavtive orders'implementing some of specific
million employees for the first
up to agency and departit'
ing
week.
the
in
later
the suggestions
time since 1967.
ment heath to determ,ine which
The report from the so-called
offices would • he shut down.
A colorful, breezily written,
National Performance Review,
As expected. the White House
which was six months in the 168-page- report, "From Red
Govlaw enforcement functions of
a
--said
Tape
to
Creating
Results:
making, said its proposals would
Drug Enforcement AdmiBetter
that
the
and
Works
ernment
eliminate
waste,
"reduce
should be. merged into
nistration
cutd
Less,"
Costs
recommende
unneeded bureaucracy, improve
5187 million over
saving
FBI,
c
th.
and
ting
duplicative
wasteful
a
create
and
services to taxpayers
yeari.
five
including:
leaner but more productive programs,
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SPORTS

FORUM

MEETINGS
II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7 p m in the counal chambers at city hall
II Calloway County School Board
mil meet Thursday at 7 p m at the board
office
II Murray School Board wIl meet
Thursday at 730 p m at the superintendent s office
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IN Mike Royko puts a different spin on
the 1968 Democratic National
Convention
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• The Dallas Cowboys learned what
the Washington Redskins found out last
season Sitting on top of the world as
Super Bowl champions can be a slippery
slope
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III Marcos...

1

REPORTS

FROM PAGE 1
smashed a clay pot to drive away
evil spirits.
All afternoon and evening people filed by the coffin, flanked by
a Philippine flag and the seal of
the president. A sound system
blared Ilocano prayers and songs
for the dead.
Vendors sold food and T-shirts
reading "Marcos My Hero" and
"I saw the return of a great
Filipino."
Earlier, crowds waved and

II Faculty...
FROM PAGE 1
we realize how important the
faculty is," he said.
Prior to the discussion with the
search committee, the Faculty
Senate will meet from 3:30 to 5
p.m. in the CURIS Center Barkley
Room.

cheered as the 'cortege proceeded
behind a marching band. The
Marcos family followed in a
limousine ahead of a riderless
horse, symbol of a fallen leader.
Marcos died in Hawaii in Seo-

tember 1989 and his successor,
Corazon Aquino, refused a Philippine burial. Her successor,
Fidel Ramos, a second cousin of
Marcos, allowed burial here in
Marcos' stronghold of !locos
None province.

II Hunters..

Mrs. Marcos hopes the enthusiastic turnout will restore the
image of her husband, who was
ousted in the "people power
revolution" of February 1986.
Ramos sent his sister as his

FROM PAGE 1
to the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons involved.
Crimestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County is also offering
a 53,000 cash reward for Itifor'mation that leads to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons involved in the murder of
Jones.
No arrests have been made and
the investigation is continuing.
The Stewart County Sheriff's
Department and the Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation are also
involved with the case.

representative. The Philippine
vice president, Joseph Estrada,
was at the airport.
The welcoming crowd included
many leaders from the Marcos
administration, including 40
retired generals -- 21 of them in
full uniform to symbolize the
21-gun salute that the government denied him.
— I came here to pay my last
respects to the president." said
retired Brig. Gen. Sinforso
Duque.

41S
9
4

MYER Al-zoio
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450N

FROM PAGE 1
While more people are coming,
they also are dropping in for
program that has been going on
shorter stays, which means that
during the last four years.
Kenlake is taking care of more
Vacationers to Kenlake come
people.
according
to
from everywhere,
"I've read somehwere where
Hainsworth, especially states sur-rounding Kentucky like Ohio, the average vacation nationwide
Illinois, Missouri and Tennessee. is 3.5 days," Hainsworth said.
But they also come from farth- "And they just about have it
right. That's about how long peoer away.
ple are staying here."
from
"We've had a lot of cars
Since Hainsworth took over six
Texas this year," Hainsworth
years ago, the front desk and 3-7-7
said.
meeting room have also been
renovated.
There has also been a lot of
talk recently from Gov. Bereton
Jones .jut putting a 5100 milWALTER L. APPERSON
lion bond issue together to help
Publisher
renovate the state parks system.
ALICE ROUSE
Kenlake could use some of that
General Manager
money, according to Hainsworth.
GINA HANCOCK
"I'd like to see a meeting facilManaging Editor
ity for at least 5(X) people,"
Hainsworth said. "We could use
MARY ANN ORR
about 500 seats. I'd like to see
Advertising Manager
the meeting rooms that we have
DAVID STOM
now, and the garden mom,.comCirculation Manager
pleted renovated. And the lobby
KAREN COVERT
area still needs some work."
Classifieds Manager
And the older hotel also has
'he 41..may Ledger& Times fJSPS 336 30
some internal areas that need
'he 1.1 4”ay Leda*, & Tones is Ok&shed
work as well.
, 4
0.10y atthrhOOn except Sundays J..
"We need a new heating and
Tharwsgivr.; Day Chrsorsas Day ant kw*
•ea.s Day by Murray NewSpepees Inc 'X'
air conditioning unit," Hainsmoo Dr. m•J"
,
/. °(''' 42C.
"
'n4
worth said. "It's a water cooled
42C71
Cass Postage Pad al meray, Secc
system. I would like to go to a
5:ASCRIPTION RATES in areas &ready
newer air cooled system. We
seeved by carnets 1.5 per r-ontn ceyaoie it
&tax* By rrwl r Cats:wee Co ant to
need a good major oserhaul of
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sidra sic Far
mechanical facility, things
our
Bochahar•
and
rninglOn, Ky and to Pans.
Puryear. Tenn 157 DV year By Tar to other
people
don't see."
that
year
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Open: Mon-Fri 7•5 Sat 8-12
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Visa-MC-Discoyer

Do-It- Yourself
Savings

Its never too late to insulate!
Cellulose Blowing or
Pouring insulation

Keep your house warm,
Fire retardant
Non-Corrosive
Lightweight

•
•
•
•

$375

25 Sq. Ft.

Bag

Convenience Remodeling With
Reynolds CraftmarV Vinyl Siding!
•,/,nyl's durability gives you the long tern, low
—aintenance freedom you need
-Deep down rich decorator colors and a wide
variety ot styles and patte•ns let you remodel
•,,,e home of your dreams
-No warping, rotting, red-rusting. corrod,ng
so your home stays beautiful for years
-No peeling. taking paint to repair
'Excellent shape and color retention
'Reynolds warranted' quality
'Ask your Cranklark* dear tor a copy al the R4Pyr,044
drilled warranty that moors the id rig DrOth+cllo:Pu are
s3e,
0F

4Alnk.
Plantation
.13-4 White

"o feacr, all departments of the heaspape,.
phone 753 ig.6
The 44,eray eV"I Tries S inenter
the ASSOC41110 1°,(ISS Ken:uCk y Press Asso
C.1:tOn &OS SOullharn fvewsoapefs PLOoshys
assoc.ation The Assoc.aleic PnitaS is
s,ety Ort11:100 10 MIMS onv.aled Dy the
ia.-ay ',towI Tenn

•Add,t.onal Colors in Stock
Ar Addlional Charg'

•Witham E. Hodges, North 12th Street, was charged with
alcohol intoxication.
'Larry Mitchell Jones, Elm Street, was charged with menacing. The charges resulted from a domestic dispute „
MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT

Sept. 7'
.Firefighters responded to a call at Hobee's Coins and Card
Shop, 102 N. Fifth St. at 5:50 a.m. after smoke in the area
was reported. The fire was extinguished and some smoke and
water damage Vat reported Reports indicate the fire was
apparently the result of an electrical malfunction.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Sept. 3
'Sandra J. King, 38, Martin, Tenn was arrested and
charged with theft by deception
Sept. 4
'Two people were arrested after deputies received a call
about a burglary in process near Crappie Hallow Timothy S.
Cathey, 26, Rt. 7 Murray, was arrested and charged with crimnal .trespass, resisting arres4, alcohol intoxication and disorderly Conduct. He was later charged with third-degree assault
after he allegedly attempted to fight deputies responding to
the call. Carol Nan Lee, 39, Rt. 5 Murray, was also arrested
and charged with criminal trespass, disorderly conduct and
alcohol intoxication.
*Craig Perry, 27, Cherry Street, was served a bench warrant charging him with second-degree burglary. Perry as currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail on other charges
Sept. 5
'David Holland, 3. Rt. 1 Farmington, was charged on a
• warrant with contempt of court.
KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
Sept. 5
.Kentucky State Police responded to a call involving a
shooting at approximately 11:16 p.m. on Ledbetter Church
Road, approximately 13 miles east of Murray. Apparently,
Allen Houston, 28, Rt. 1 Almo, was shot in the leg with a
12-gauge shotgun. He was transported to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital hou.. a private vehicle where he WAG tri3AtPel
and released. The shooting was ruled accidental. Reports did
not indicate if another person was involved in the accident. No
criminal reports have been filed. Calloway County Sheriff's
Department assisted in the investigation
Sept.. sk
P7 Trooper Chuck Robertson reported that 10 people
were killed on Kentucky's „highways during the Labor Day
weekend. Of those 10 fatalities, only two were wearing seatbelts. Robertson said the fatality totals were up four from last
year. The totals are from 6 p.m. Friday to midnight Monday:
During that time, troopers from Mayfield Post 1 arrested 30
motorists for driving under the influence, issued 72 speeding
violations in a 55 mph zone and 49 violations in a 65 mph
zone.
CRIMESTOPPERS
Sept. 7
•Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering
a $3,000 cash reward for information that leads to the arrest
and conviction of the person or persons involved in the Murbeen
der of Roger Dale Jones of Hazel. The 20-year-old had
missing since, May. Information about this crime can be
reported anonymously to the Crimestoppers Hotline at
753-9500. All calls are confidential.

KENTUCKY
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Eureka Brave
SureVale Upright
7.t•C :15L • icatIC euirl • eried

rr

• Boiled Shrimp • Fried Shrimp
• Vegetables & Much, Much, More
Includes our All You Care To Eat
Soup, Salad, and Fruit Bar

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

Eureka Bravor
Upright

'Nigh Power, Low Price"

6.0 Amp Motor

Convenient On-Board
Cleaning
Attachments

• 3-Position Carpet
Height Adjustment
• Automatic Dual
Edge Cleaning
• Powerful Direct
Airflow System
Deep Cleans Carpet

5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Home Cooked Plate Lunches
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

799

Will be offering the following
classes in September

Model
9002

floor

Model
9205AT

Beginners Microsoft
Works for Windows

Eureka BOSS
Plus Upright

Sept. 14th & 16th
6 - 8 p.m.
$•45 per person

With Cleaning
Attachments!
7.0

Introduction to Word

Perfect for Windows
September 13th
6 9 p.m.
535 per person

6.0 Amp Motor

MONEYS

• 96" Reach With Convenient
Cleaning Attachments
• 3-Position Carpet Height
Adjustment
• Triple Fitter Bag System

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, KY
753-9257

EUREKA
101CLAAW CLEAMEAS

•

Learning the Keyboard
and Mouse
StartIn

at

119.99

Save Now On Genuine Eureka Bags & Belts!
Firleresece
*oft

Murray Appliance & T.V.
212 E. Main St.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30,6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

MicroAge
Computer Center

6999

r
• One Meat
• 3 Vegetables

Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-II p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 am.-I a.m.
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'Two 11 -year-old Murray youths were charged with shoplgting
s
afttoerres,
they admitted taking items from several Bel-Air Center

oes:Ax.cns $EA SC per

$399s,5

CAI
dent
met LC
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ogniz
hours.
Mu
talks
Israel.
States
way
bet we

Sept. 6

4-;_;1.5)*I j —Murray

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. sCeteRHMY
Pnces

By Zt
Assoc

•Andra Harrington, 18, Frankto-n; was insured when the
1989 Grand Am she was driving was struck by a 1976 Chevrolet, driven by Cynthia Helton, Ridgewood Drive, at approximately 4:15 p.m. in front of Central Shopping Center on U.S.
641 N. According to reports. Helton thought Harrington, who
was northbound, was going to turn so she began to make a
left turn from the Central Shopping Center. When Helton's
vehicle hit the Harrington vehicle, the Harrington car flipped
on its side and skidded a short distance. Harrington was
transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance. The Murray Fire Department assisted officers and
ambulance personnel.
•Kmerly
Seiptb 4 Renee Wilson and Christie Denise Warren, both of
Paris, Tenn., were charged with shoplifting. The charges followed a complaint from K-Mart.

•Kenlake...

MYERS

MURRAY POLICE

Sopt. 2

753-1586

September 17th
6 - &30 p.m.
$35 per person

Call MicroAge to Register

753-7733
• Must Register By Sept. 10th
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PLO-Israel accord possible in 48 hours
ol security matters and there are
mediators.
Israel his demanded that the no concessions on anything
PLO scrap a clause in its charter regarding something about Jeruthat calls for the destruction of salem," Peres told Israel army
the Jewish state before it recog- radio. "I can only say the gaps
nizes the group, something unim- are not large."
Arafat also was evasive on
aginable just months ago.
Asked if he was ready to do
v.hen the autonomy accord for
that. PLO chairman Arafat said: the Gaza Strip and the West Bank
"It's not in my capacity. It's in town of Jericho can be signed.
the capacity of the PNC." The
"No final official date, has
Palestine National Councikis the been set," he said. "There are
PLO's parliament-in-exile. and only suggestions." He was
its members ire dispersed around responding to a question on
the wodd.
whether a signing ceremony was
In Jerusalem, Israeli Foreign set for next Monday, as has been
Minister Shimon Peres said Israel • reported.
and the PLO are trying to work
But David Sultan. Israel's
out differences but refused to go _ambassador- to Egypt, -said-the
into detail.
accord will he signed on Monday
-"There ire no concessions on regardless of whether the recoganything touching upon any kind nition. exchange has occurred.

By ZINA HENADY
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — President Hosni Mubarak of . Egypt
met today with Yasser Arafat and
said the PLO and Israel may recognize each other within 48
hours.
Mubarak told tetzultvi) that
talks are still under way among
Israel. the PLO and the United
States to resolve obstacles in the
way of a mutual recognition
between the longtime adversaries.
-We hope it could be achieved
within 48 hburs," Mubarak said.
Ncithcr leader would go into
the details of what is holding up
the proposed agreement. They
said the ongoing consultations are
being conducted through
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After his 90-minute meeting
with Mubarak. Arafat flew to the
Persian Gulf for talks with Sultan
Qaboos of Oman. From there, the
PLO chairman will visit other
Gulf countries to rally Arab support for the agreement.
Arafat still must contend with
opposition to the agreement from
within The PLO's ruling Executive Committee. He apparently
needs the committee's support to
proceed.
Hard-line factions, as well as
some members of Arafat's Fatah
faction, say the proposal carries
no guarantees of a Palestinian
state and says nothing about the
status of Jerusalem. Israeli settlements and Palestinian refugees.
Arafat flew in Monday from
the Syrian capital, Damascus,

where he received lukewarm support for the agreement from President Hafez Assad. He has also
secured backing from King Hussein of Jordan.
Their support. or at least a lack
of organized opposition, is crucial if the accord is to succeed.
Both Assad and Hussein criticized Arafat for failiiirts consult
with Arab partners during the
eight months, of secret
negotiations.
Egypt, the only Arab state to
make peace with Israel, has urged
Arab countries to support the
proposed agreement..
Government sources in Cairo
said Mubarak expects Assad .to
visit soon to discuss the proposal.
Egypt also has been in touch with
Israel about the,.plan.
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Women politicians make Illinois terstory'
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Senate confirmation hearings for
Supreme Court Justice Clarence
„
Thomas.
SPRINGFIELD.-III. (A?) — It
took place.
click
collective
"A
It
could be the Anita Hill thing.
and people realized that when
could be a fluke. Or it could be
women are not present the sensithat women have paid their dues.
tivity of certain kinds of issues is
For the first time in the United
not likely -to be there." she
States, according to two national Just
said.
all
groups, women are 'pursuing
Kansas state Rep. Joann Potof a state's five (op elected posts.
former chairwoman of the
torf,
In the 1994 election, women
Network for the
Women's
want to take over the Illinois
of State
Conference
National
offices of governor, treasurer,
said voters consider
Legislators,
and-general-attorney
la;
comptrol
women accessible, and female
secretary of state. And some said
are - capitalizing on
,candidates
a
consider
privately they would
that.
run for lieutenant governor.
"The public sees women as
"This is an important state to
watch. Anytime you have a almost closer to the people," she
record number of women running said. "Women have run a house... you can change the face of hold; they've raised families.
government," said Pat Reilly, a Although a man's part of that,
spokeswoman for the National women are the more nurturing
Women's Political Caucus in individuals."
In Illinois, some women forWashington, D.C.
mally announced for the 1994
'Illinois was really, the first
state out of the gate to mark the race, and others say they will
'Year of the Woman' in poli- announce this fall.
Democratic Comptroller Dawn
tics," she said. Netsch is running. for -govClark
researchSusan Carroll, senior
er for Rutgers University's Cen- ernor. Democratic state Sen. Earlean Collins and Loleta Didrickter for the American Woman and
son. Republican director of the
Politics in New Jersey, cites a
Department of Employment Seccombination of factors, including
urity, want the Comptrolicr's
the
at
testimony
Anita Hill's
By TERRY MUTCHLER
Associated Press Writer
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Democratic state Sen. Penny
Severns and Republican state
Sen. Judy Baar Topinka ate up
for the treasurer's spot, along
with Democrats Sheila Smith, a
businesswoman, and Nancy Drew
Sheehan, a commissioner on the
Cook County Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District.
Kane County Coroner Mary
Lou Kearns, a Democrat.
announced a bid for secretary of
state, and Chicago lawyer Anne
Burke Said she will run,for attor.
ney general.
"I don't know of any. other
state sithere that number of candidate spots are being contested by
women," Carroll said.
Donald M. Totten, campaign
manager for attorney -general
hopeful Jim Ryan; said that
depending on the office sought,
female candidates can capitalize
on some policy issusek lie
pointed to Carol Moseley Braun's -successful campaign
against U.S. Sen. Alan Dixon.
Angered by the 11111-Thomas
controversy, Moseley -Braun
flaunted her feminist credentials
and promised to send a message
to the nation's most exclusive
club.

The candidate,. political analysts and voters differ on what lcd
to the wellspring of women running in Illinois.
Topinka said that women have
been in the political pipeline for
years and that the increased number this year "is normal evolution." Netsch said the HillThomas controversy broke the
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Kearns said voters are .tired of
politics and believe women are
more trustworthy and savvy.
Carroll and Severns -said the
1992 successes of women politicians have encouraged others.
Whatever their reasons- for running, political affiliation or posts
sought, the Illinois women candidates all say they plan to change
the way government w'orks. '
"There will he a greater focus
on the progress of the !amity, and
that covers the gambit of issues .
from- education to work -force
preparation to health care and
issues affecting seniors," Severns
said.. ,

Fine Foods

Ross
Insurance
Agency
6th & Main
753-0489 •

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Consenience Noss Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up
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''Women realize that now,
more than ever, the stakes arc too
high in politics to continue
viewing it as a spectator sport"
she said.
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BUY MORE, SAVE MORE
300o off
25% off
20% off

When you buy 12 or more pairs
When y6u buy 6 to 11 pairs
When you buy 1 to 5 pairs

•ALL NON -LEATHER HANDBAGS
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$36 Cotton poet shirt
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ANALYSIS

Attempt to'reinvent
government' faces
skeptical audience
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The best test for President Clinton's
"reinventing government" initiative-may be whether it revives Joy
MOWS faith in Washington or sways Dennis Martina's vote.
After all, Clinton's proposal is designed not just to slash the federal bureaucracy, but also to sell the idea of activist government to
a highly skeptical public.
At stake is the public reception down the road for many of.Chnton's centerpiece -ideas, from -health care and welfare reform to an
aggressive government role in job retraining.
But there will be obstacles galore, not least among them
entrenched congressional and special-interest opposition to some
proposals, as well as profound public doubt that any politician Will
truly deliver reforms.
On that latter point, MOrf and Martina are telling examples.
Morr is a 27-year-old mortgage company worker from the St.
Louis suburbs who voted for Clinton in November.
"I think he promises too much, like any politician," she said. "I
Once they get to
don't really think he can do all he says he
Washington they're all pretty much the same."
Martina, a fisherman from the Florida panhandle, cast a protest
vote for Ross Perot last year because "it's time to run the government like a business and no politician knows how to do that. I
don't trust any of them."
Such attitudes — hardly Unique — await the review, led by Vice
President Al Gore, that will recommend deep cuts in the federal
work force and new government purchasing guidelines. It also will
promise citizens such tangible results as faster tax returns and
quicker answers to questions about government programs.
"It's going to be a tough sell, but especially for Democrats it is
a very important sell," said Republican pollster Bill McInturff.
"To do things; (Clinton) needs to convince the public he will do
them responsibly."
Al From couldn't agree more.
"Those of us who believe in activist government have a responsibility to fix government so people will once again be receptive to
new government initiatives," said From, president of the centrist
Democratic Leadership Council, which has pushed many of the
changes likely to be in the Clinton-Gore proposal.
"Right now:
.getting that support is difficult because so many
people view government as an obstacle to opportunity rather than a
creator of it," From said.
Paramount in the debate, according to Clinton aides and advisers
like From, is pulling the government in line with the reorganization
of American industry: cutting out wasteful middle management and
regulation, providing incentives to workers .with money-saving
ideas, and making if easier for citizens to get information and
services.
But the hope is that reforms also bring political gain.
A spring poll by White House pollster Stanley Greenberg, for
example, found that government reform was Clinton's best hope of
making inroads with Perot voters.
In the survey. 72 percent of Perot voters said they would be
much mire likely to vote for someone who wanted to "radically
change the way government does things — cut bureaucracy, make
government more efficient, and give ordinary people better service
and more choice."
"Reinventing government is the prerequisite for Clinton to even
get the Perot voters- to look at him," From said. "No single issue is
more important to them."
How much of tlinton's package will survive to be sold to that
skeptical audience is an open question.
The dramatic civil service changes favored by Gore, for example,
already have caused grumbling by organizations representing
senior-level government managers and some lawmakers who represent large numbers of federal workers. Merging agencies also is a
touchy issue, because that affects the power of congressional committees and subcommittees.
"There could be turf wars," is how Senate Republican leader
Bob Dole puts it.
If he hopes tojeinvent public trust of government; Clinton had
better win most of those.
"The public has a pretty sharp eye foe window dressings and
real results," said Republican pollster David Hill. "It better strike
'people as mean enough and tough enough and emotional enough to
satisfy their need to kick government in the seat of the pants."
EDITORS NOTE: John King covers the Clinton administration and national politics for The Associated Press.

FROM OUR READERS
Bridge improves the park system
Editor's note: The following is a copy of a letter sent to Calloway
County Judge/Executive George Weaks and members of the Calloway
County Fiscal.Court.
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Dear Judge Weaks and Fiscal Court:
As the chairman of the Murray-Calloway County Parks Board. I
want to express on behalf of the entire Board and the community our
appreciation for your .contribution to the parks system by building a
bridge spanning the present Bee Creek complex with the new park
expansion area. This bridge will make an excellent access between the
park areas for both pedestrian traffic and maintenance vehicles.
Thank you for helping us in our effort to improve our park system
and provide a quality recreation area for our citizens.
Robert T. Williams, M.D.
Chairman, Murray-Calloway. County Parks Board

—
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Spending the last days of summer
Editor's note: Columnist
Constance Alexander has been
out of town. In her absence, we
are printing a column she wrote
which was originally published
Sept. IS, 1992.
It's Saturday afternoon and I'm
supposed to be inside right now,a
tapping away at the computer. But
the door to my office is shut tight,
andihe.video screen is as gray and
blank as a winter sky before a sleet
es
storm.
a fine September day outside,
warm and sunny enough to allow
me to fool myself into believing that
summer is not really over yet. So
why choose to hole up indoors on a
day like this? It just doesn't make
sense.
Shirking all adult responsibility
and ignoring the fact that there are
things I'm supposed to be doing, I
escape to the hammock. It's strung
between two tierfecdy-spaced trees
in the back yard, an outdoor cradle
big enough for a tall woman and a
pile ' of unread books and
newspapers.
I shouldn't be languishing out
here like this in a sling-like sanctuary, as if I'm a broken limb in need
of healing. I should be writingmy
newspaper column,cor working on
my play, but there's something
about being outside on this gorgeous September afternoon that
transports me far from Main Street
and Broadway..
Some day when I'm old and frail,
I hope someone.remembers how

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
much I love to lie in a hammock
with the sky as steady and blue as
the unblinking eye of eternity-.
Being in the hammock calms me
down, takes me back to a time
before language — to the days when
my mother put my carriage out on
the front porch so I could nap.
As I was then, I'm lured now into
sleep by the kindly warmth of the
sun on my (ace. The heat is filtered
through the leaves of the mighty
oaks that stand in the yard like
steadfast, taciturn sentinels. The
shadows are fine-edged and lacy,
like those hand-made antimacassars
people used to put-on arm chairs and
couches to cover up the worn spots.
The twiuer of birds adds an
occasional grace note to the leafy
contralto hum of the cicadas. The
intermiuentthud& falling ac.onts_is_
a reminder that, though the sun.is,
still warm, the season is about to
turn. Sweater weather will soon be
upon us..
I could watch the changing patterns of leaves against sky for hours'
from my hammock. There's such
boundless mystery and majesty in
their movement. Sometimes the

/
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whole top of a tree sways with the
breeze, while other times only a
branch wavers. Or a few leaves
flutter while the rest of the tree
sways unmoved, as miraculous a
feat as being able to wiggle your
ears while the rest of your body is
still as a mannequin.
I'm reading "Our Town" again, a
play about one small community's
comings and goings. As always, I
smile at the sweet courtship of
young lovers and weep at the scene
in the graveyard. I can't imagine a
finer pastime on such a splendid
day.
I'm overcome with a sense of
wellbeing, of rightness with the
world. Just for today I have
everything I need and want, and I
am grateful.
The weather report predicts that
tonight the temperature will dip into
the low 50s, flicking us into the
cool,dark waters of fall and winter.
Mindful of the changing seasons,
my husband plans a strategy to
protect his roses from the cold. He
tells me about the platform he's
going to build, the bushes he wants
to replant.

1

I comment absently on his plans,
amazed that he values my opinion
— a woman whose most intimate
contact with nature is to lie in a
hammock and marvel at the blue of
the sky and the green of the leaves.
I do learn something of nature •
from my pocket of hammock.
There are,for example. many 14ntis
of earthly gardens. Some are thick
with flowers and nourishing things
to eat, while mine is amply stocked
with worils.
Prayer in Autumn -les late September in my soul;
Shadow halves the sundial's
smooth face.
And sudden breezes startle dewswept lawns.
Roses bow -in shaggy splendor.
But soon the petals will curl light
brown
And amber sunsets bruise to
purple
Another season passed and still
no time
To build that summer cottage
I have spoken of so often.
Once again, I'll have to lease the
lean-to
Until spring, Thismaybe the
• seasort .
To fix the roof and mend those
faded curtains.
I can manage by myself inside_
But would feel much better
If it were you tending to the
garden.
Would you shelter me. dear Lord
Through one more -winter?

_EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Gleaner. Hentierson:
Question: Would you accept, if offered, the presidency of Murray
State University?
Answer: Not if I need a permanent job.
So might increasing numbers of potential candidates respond in the
wake of one more Murray beheading. When the as fell recently for
President Ronald Kurth, it was the third time in 11 years that regents
hive removed Murray's chief executive.
It's not a\record to be proud of; short terms are costly. Every time a'
new president comes oh board, there are numerous operational gear
shifts. Furthermore the best applicants are likely to bypass universitiei
with Murray's reputation' for booting out presidents.
Murray's record indicates that(A) The president's pool is shallow;
(B) Regents don't know what they want;(C) The last three presidents
have "not known what the regents want; or (D) Expectations are
unrealistic.
Or else presidents come with built-in obsolescence.
Specific reasons have not been publicly aired for President Kurth's
dismissal. Off the record, however, critics have said that Kurth went
-too far afield in international relations and recruitment programs. failing to "connect" in western Kentucky. Supporters,say Kurth has •tried
to deliver Murray- from being too regional and parochial.

What does Murray want to be? How does Kentucky define regional
universities in the larger picture of the state's university system? It's
not just a failed presidency, but a failed regency which cannot select
and hold a qualified leader for more than four years.
Aug. 24, Hobbs(N.M.)Daily News-Sun on NAFTA's environmental accord:
Peel away all the public. and political controversy about the side
agreements to the North Ameiica Free Trade Agreement and one thing
becomes clear: The environmental accord is a landmark in the Western Hemisphere.
Patterned after the environmental agreement for the European Community, the NAFTA side agreement commits the United States, Canada and Mexico to uphold high environmental standards, and it provides a strict mechanism to compel them to do so.
NAFTA opponents in the United States have charged that Mexico's
lax environmental enforcement would result in more and more pollution along the border with the advent of fret trade.
In the side agreement, Mexico has committed itself to high levels of
environmental protection and to enforce those laws effectively. And it
has agreed to be subject to a trinational dispute settlement process and
to allow Mexican citizens to take the government to court over environmental conflicts.
Those are giant steps, and NAFTA opponents should recognize that.

'68 convention-al wisdom all wrong
The radio talk show host said he
wanted to do a show about the 25th
anniversary of the legendary 1968
Democratic convention.
"The way I see it," he said, "we
could talk about the true long-range
significance of that convention."
Uh-huh. And that significance
what was it?
"How it led to a new era in '
American politics -- the coming of and now Bill Clinton.
age politically of the Baby BoomSo, yes, it was a heck of a
ers, the rock generation. People significant convention. It altered'
such as myself.
the course of presidentialhistory for
"And it brought together young the next 25 years.
blacks and whites in the cause of
If the convention, had been orreforming American politics. In derly and boring, as modern conthat case, it was their united opposi- ventions had already become, it's
tion to the Vietnam War.
likely that Hubert Humphrey, not
"We could talk about that. And
Nixon, would have been president.
how it led to the collapse of the
Would that have been good or
Daley Machine and brought on a
bad?1 don't know. I think it would
reform movement."
have been good, given the antics of
Because we were talking by
Nixon-Agnew. Others will disphone, he couldn't see the express-- agree..
ion on my face,as if I had taken a big
Nixon won because millions of
bite of a lemon.
voters saw cops bashing heads,
So I thanked him for his invitaprotesters gagging on tear gas, hiption, but I had a commitment that pies Chanting obscenities and
evening and had to decline.
Democratic delegates shrieking abHad I been truthful, I would have out being prisioncrs in Richard J.
said he was a self-important jackass
Daley's police state.
who didn't have a clue about the
And these voters asked themsignificance of the 1968 conven- selves: Do I want to trust the White
tion.
House to people who let a convenBut he isn't alone. In recent days. tion become a weeklong riot? That's
leadership? The answer of many
there's been much strange babbling
about that wild week in Chicago. So
was, hell no.
What mikes the whole thing so
let's get a few things straight.
First, what that Democratic connutty is how easily it could have
vention did was bring about the
been avoided.
People forget that the entire city
election of Republican Richard
was not under siege from hundreds
Nixon. And vigh his election Came
the Watergate scandal, his resignaof thousands of dangerous hippies,
yippies and dippics.
tion, the interim presidency of the
When the convention was gatherunknown Gerald Ford, which led to
ing,only a few-thousand war protesthe opportunity of the equally unters were in town. They really
known Jimmy Carter. And that, in
weren't sure what they were going to,
turn, opened the White House door
for Ronald Reagan. George Bush
do except make ridiculous threats.

By week's end, the story of the
Democratic convention was not the
nomination of Hubert Humphrey,a
t man and well-qualified can- -decet
ida ne.

They gathered in, Lincoln Park,
about eight miles from the convention hall on the South Side.- three
miles from the headquarters' hotel.
East of the protesters was Lake
Shore Drive and Lake Michigan: If
they went that way, they'd be run
over by cars or drowned.
Just west waited an army of cops
in riot gear. If they got past the cops,
which was unlikely, they'd be in the
Old Town entertainment area. Fine
place for a drink, but not much to
gernonstrate against.
If they broke through, they'd still
be many dangerous miles from the
Amphitheatre. Depending on the
route they took, many might have
been mugging victims.
So they sat in the park, wondering
what to do. I later asked one of the
leaders what would have happened
if the police had just let them sit all
night. Maybe bellowing threats into
their bullhorns every hour to keep
them awake and afraid.
He told me:"We would have sat
there waiting for the cops to move
in. Then in the morning..." He
shrugged. "I guess we wool!, have
been exhausted and would have
gone home to get some sleep. That
might have been the end of it"
Instead, police moved in after the
park curfew. And the brawl was on.
Network TV broadcast that first
violence, and it served as a recruiting call. Other angry young war
protesters came pouring into Chicago. and the game was on.

The story was cops battling longhairs on Michigan Avenue. Protesters in trees screaming obscenities.
C-ops-cnicking the heads of reporters.
And,ofcourse,the late Richard J.
Daley saying he had defended his
city against the invasion of revolutionaries, anarchists, terrorists,
maybe assassins It wasn't true, but
what can you say when your police
force runs amok?
Now we have the myths:
Myth: The protests led to the end
of the Vietnam War. Baloney. The
war went on five more years until
1973. It might have ended sooner
with Humphrey's election.
Myth: It wrecked Dalcy's reputation and his Machine. Nonsense.
Daley was even more popular after
the convention because the majority
of Chicagoans thought that bashing
hippie heads was great sport. The
Machine came apart years later but
foe other reasons.
Myth: The protest heightened the
political conscience of the Baby
Boomers. Oh, yeah? Then why
were they such strong supporters of
Ronald Reagan?
Myth: It brought together young
blacks and whites in a common
cause. Nope. Few blacks took part
in the protests. They figured that if
young white suburbanities wanted
their heads bashed, that was their
choice. The blacks had enough
troubles of their own.
But if the now-aging protesters
want to boast about something,they
can. They helped elect Nixon and
shaped the next 25 years of American government.
You want to brag' Be my guest
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Camera Club to meet tonight
Mucray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in meeting roam of Calloway Countyj Public
Library. This is open to all interested persons.

Donations being taken

Pin
my soul;
sundial's

Donations are being taken at the Bank of Murray and United
Commonwealth Bank for Peggy Prichard Scott or donations may be
mailed to Scou at Rt. 8, Box 312. Murray_,,Ky. 42071. Ms. Scott
has had major surgery, is disabled and is in need of further medical
car. She has no way to pay for medical care or medication, according to a family spokesperson.

artle dew-

CCHS Council will meet

splendor.
t curl light

Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday. Sept. 8, at 4 p.m. in the-home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

_-
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bruise to

CCMS Council meeting Thursday

I and still

Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Thursday. WSept. 9, at 7 p.m. in the Middle
School Library. All interested persons are urged to attend.
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We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Waldrop, bride-elect
ofBrad Maness, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Amy and Brad
will be married September 17, 1993.
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Hospice volunteers are needed
Murray-Calloway County Hospice will have seminars for Hospice Volunteer Education Training on Fridays. Sept. 10 and 17,
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. This group has been serving the needs of
. the terminally ill and their families in this community for 13 years.
New people who have an interest in being trained for this special
type of ministry are needed. For more information call Nancy Rose
at the Hospice Office at 762-1389.
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Literacy Program seeks volunteers

,htened the
the Baby
Then why
pponers of

The Adult Literacy Program is seeking volunteer tutors to help
adults interested in improving their reading skills. Opportunities
also exist for those interested in teaching English as a second language. For further information contact Donna McCoy, Coordinator,
Calloway County Adult Literacy Program, MSU Learning Center,
Lowr/ Building, phone 762-2666 or, 759-1006.
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Farm Bureau Women will
sponsor two youth events

Each year Kentucky Farm Bureau lantily and must enter the
Bureau Women support youth contest in the county where memachievements in scholarship and bership is paid.
Dorcas Class plans breakfast
To participate in the Variety
entertainment by. . sponsoring
Contest,
rules are the following:
competitions
at
county,
district
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church, will have a
ivhist-bc-fr ycat3 rffd-but-ont7
and M-It- levers-.
breakfast on Thursday,- Sept. 9. at 830 a.m. at Holiday Inn. Rober.Kentucky youth whose parents have -reached 14 try Dec. 1-02
ta Tarry and Opal Giltner are teachers for the class: Martha Farris,
are Farm - Bureau members are 1993;
president, urges all members and associate .members to attend.
Must be a member of Farm
eligible to compete for prizes.Bureau
family and--enter the conFarm
The
Calloway
County
Wednesday
Overeaters Anonymous
test in the county of membership
Bureau is now accepting applicaMurray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday. Sept. 8, at
is paid. (50 percent of any group
tions for the Outstanding Youth
5:15 p.m. at Ellis ComMunity, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to -all
must rftect this requirement);
Contest and Variety Show. Also a
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
Must not have paid- professiOnscholarshp award is given in earwalks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
al performance experience;
ly spring.
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
Submit the application to Farm
These arc special - activities
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholdesigned to promote involvment Burear office by Oct. _1, 1993.
ics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
The Variety Act may be in any
in County Farm Bureau activities
and no diets.
and to recognize their leadership performance area: vocal, instruachievements and awards in their ment. dance or drama.
MHS Class of 1948 will meet ,
homes, schools and communities.
For application forms.- see
To participate in Youth Con- Jamie Potts at Calloway County
The Murray High School Class of 1948 will have its 45th reuntest, rules are as follows:
ion on Saturday, Sept. 18. Class members would like for other graHigh School Agricultural DepartMust be 15 years old, but have ment or the Calloway County
duates of Murray High to come by and visit with them at the "Hanreached 19 by Dec. 9, 1993;
gar" on Howard Brandon's farm on _U.S. Highway 641 South from
Farm Bureau office at 310 South
Complete an application form
3 to 5 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 18.
Fourth St., Murray.
which includes a certified copy of
The County Contest will be
your school grades for the past Thursday, Oct. 7, at 7:30 p.m. at
Genealogical workshop planned
two years;
- Cafeteria of Calloway County
"Climbing Your Family Tree Can Be Fun" will be the theme of
Submit the application form to .High School. College Farm Road.
the Genealogical Workshop to be Saturday, Sept. 18, from 8 a.m. to
Farm Bureau office no later than
For more information call the
- The annual Hazel Celebration
4 p.m. at building behind Holiday Inn, Mayfield. The workshop , Oct.- 1, 1993;
Farm Bureau Office, 753-4703, will be Saturday, Oct. 2.
will be °presented by the Everton Publishers Inc.(The Genealogical
Must be a member of a Farm
and ask for Martha Broach.
Events will include a Car
Helper) and is being sponsored by Graves County Genealogical
-Show, Live Band. -Cake Walk,
Society. Preregistration with a check for the fee of $21 should be
Flea Market, Basketball Toss,
mailed to Graves County Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 245,
Antique Specials, Quilt and Bike
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
Raffles, Hazel History Exhibit,Arts and Crafts Booths, Free
Festival planned this weekend
body, have actively - participated
Search is now underway for
Horse and Buggy ,Rides, Food
the 1994 Kentucky Mother of the in community, state or national and treats of all types, and AntiFestival '93 Arts and Crafts Fair will be Saturday and Sunday,
The honor is provided activities and be highly regarded que and Celebrity -Item Auction.
Sept. 11 and 12, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Paris Landing State
through the Kentucky Chapter of by the community.
The theme will be "From the
Park. The Beta Rho Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sponsors the event
American 'Mothers, Inc.. the.
The Kentucky Mother must be
19th
to the 21st Century on a
each year. There will be approximately 100 exhibitors for the twonational organization that first qualified to represent Kentucky Road in Time."
area
will
be
present,
and
event.
Artisans
from
a
seven-state
day
sponsored Mother's Day and in the Mother of America contest
Included in the raffles will be a
many will offer demonstrations. The fair is a judged event with all
promoted it through the US. in the Spring of 1994. She must ,flower garden quilt to be given
and
originality.
participants' craft items being reviewed for quality
have one or more children, natur- away by Senior Citizens of
Congress.
Various concessions will be available. There is no admission
al or legally adopted, the youngcs Hazel. The Hazel Woman's Club
Nominations are -encouraged
charge.
from religious organizations of of which is at least 15 years old. is also working on collecting
all- faiths, from Women's Clubs,
Nomination blanks and mater- photographs, news articles----andMCA extends membership drive
Men's Organizations, and all serials must be returned by Oct. I. other items of interest of Hazel in
Murray Civic Music Association has announced an extension in
vice groups. Individuals cannot
1993. The Kentucky Convention the. late 1800s and early 1900s.
its membership drive through Sept. 22. Descriptive brochures with
sponsor a nominee; nominations
For vendor information call
and Award Luncheon will be held
applications are available at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
must originate with a group.
492-8258,
and for other informain Western Kentucky in NovemQualifications for the Kentucktion call 492-8796.
I of Commerce or they may be obtained by calling 762-4516 or
ber 1993.
753-3257. Concerts are planned Sept. 22 and 23, Om 10, Jan. 20,
y Mother must meet American
Nomination forms an4 guideand March 8. MCMA Membership entitles free admission to preMother,---Inc., guidelines. The
•
woman, age 45 or older, should lines may be obtained by request
sentations in Paducah, Cape Girardeau, Mo., Sikeston, Mo., Carbealsuccessful mother and home- from .Carolyn Self, 735 North
bondale, Ill., and Union City, Tenn.
Dr.. Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240. or
maker, have been married in a
You are cordially
legally-w-c-ep4e4---cerernon,y;-be-au- -- .4.341 1-.886,7178, day time, or
DES Fundraiser started
I -886-8703, evenings.
active member of a religious
Murray-Calloway County Disaster and Emergency Services
Rescue Unit (DES) has started its annual fundraiser. A DES representative will be going door to door with a signed 'letter of
authorization from Rescue Chief Kenneth Reynolds. Thu.-DES is the only state recognized Rescue Squad in the city of Murray and
Calloway County and is not in any way affiliated wiht any other'
volunteer rescue squad, according to Ronnie Burkeen, Assistant
Chief of Murray-Calloway County DES.

7. cottage
often.

ay

DONATION MADE — Dr. Pauline Waggener, left, treasurer, and Cecelia
Brock, right, chairman, Of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, present Ben Graves, director of Calloway County Public Library,
with a check and a certificate of appreciation for the use of the Library
foyer for Its annual Scholastic Book Fair Fund-raising Event. Local
agencies benefiting from the fair are the Public Library. both City and
County Parent-Teacher Resource Centers, and the General Federation
of Women's Clubs' special project, "Soar. Stories offer AdventureRead!" which promotes literacy.

Wednesday, Sept. 8
Tuesday, Sept. 7
Haul Center/open 10 a m -2 pm tier
Downtown Business Association/5:30
semi citizens activities. Ern blood
p.m./Pagliai's.
pasture checks/11 am -1 p.m
Calloway Cavity Middle School SiteWeaks Center/open 8 a m -4 pm /for
Based Decision Making Council/7
senior citizens' activities.
p nt/Middle School Library.
Senior Golf League/8 a m Miller
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
Memorial Golf Course.
pm /11orneplace Restaurant.
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meet
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
ing and Young Peoples' Class/6 30 pm
pm /Louie's.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7 30
Alpha Mu Chapter 04760 of ESA/6:45
p.m.
p.m./home of Margaret TC111111111C.
First Christian Church events include
Calloway County Middle School toothill
Reunion Group/7 a.m.; Evangelism
game at Caldwell Coiutty/b p.m.
Committee/noon. Christian Family
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Fellowship/5-30 p m • Singles/ft p m .
building.
Choir/7.30 p.m.
Parents Anotsylitous/6 p.rn
'Goshen Inited Methodist Church
Info/753-0082.
Women/7 p.m
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34, hrst
Eirn Grove Baptist Church servicesn
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
p.m.
Alcoholics Amosymous/open meeting/8
Bible classes/7 p m 'Glendale Road
p.m_/Americ.an.l..egnio lialL__Sosith_ Sixth_
'Mirth a—cheat--Murray.
Streets.
and Maple
Bible classes/7 pm /University Church tit
Medical Explorer Post 1103/Educatioh
Christ.
n
Unit of Murray -Calloway Couty
U
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Hospital/6:30 .p.m. Info/Kathy Hodge.
Youth and Mission Groups/7 pm Coon
762-1381.
cil meeting and Sanctuary Choir/8 pm
Singles Organiutional Society (SOS)/7
Westside BapUst Church events include
p.m /Chamber of Commerce. Info, Pencbusiness meeting/7 p.m.
Ia. 753-7638 or Jelhife.-753-0224.
First United Methodist Church events
Goshen United Methodist'Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 a m , Hand
include Nominations Committee/7 piIIbell Choir/4 p m
Staff -Parish
Murray-Calloway County Came
Committee/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir, Ruth
Club/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library:
Wilson Circle 'w/Norma Frank, and
Wednesday, Sept. 11
Wesley.an Circle w/Manone Crass/7 30
Calloviay County High School Sitep.m.
Bated Decision Making Counci1/4
First Baptist Church- events include
p mlhome economics room of school.
Ladies' Bible ,Study/H7
Fellowship
South Pleasant Grove Homemak era
Supper/5:30 p.m.; tibrary open/6. 15 p m
Club/I:30 p.M./home of Sandra
Children's Choir Enrollment and
6allimore.
Klaymata/6:30 p.m ; Prayer meeting/6.45
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)*-- - pm. Sanctuary „Choir/7 45 pm
.parimIxu_uLCurnmens isl_orpuP1/ _ lit
-ace Baptist _Cluirelt—events__usclude
caravanto Bordertown. Info/Jeanne.
business meeting/7 pm ; Weekly Work
75T0224, or -1..isda.-T137:4-4TU
en' meeting/8 pm
Oaks Country Club ladies events include
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
golf/9 a.m and bridge/9:30 a.m.
Church events include Blankenship
,-Murray Country Club ladies' events
Circle/7 pm
imitate golf and bridge/9:30 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Choir NULIC.C/6 30 p.m.
Health Express of Murray -Calloway
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
County ilospital/Chestnut huh Shopping
Prayer Group/7:30 p.m.
Center. Murray/8t30-11:30 a.m. and
Dexter Baptist Church events include
12 30 3 p.m.
worship/7:30 pm.
Calloway County Public I.ibrary events
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study/7
include Parents and Twos/9 30 a.m. and
Story Hour/10.30 a.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
0
ten Anonymous/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Study/7 p.m.
Community Center.
Murray High School events include Goll
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
at Lone Oak/4 p.m.
discussion/11 ans./American Legion
Weather West Kentucky Museum open/
Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
8:30 a.m..4:15
Info/753-8136 or 435.4314.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a m. and 2
p.m /Visitor Center; Iron industry/10 le
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./lionieplace

•

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your tdeas turn to gold
Dbrieland Center

We are pleased to announce
that Cathy Carmode, brideelect of Marcelino Lim, has
made her domestic and household selections through our
bridal registry.
Cathy and Marcelino will
be married September 11,
1993.

We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Waldrop, bride-elect
of Brad Maness, has
selected her bedding
and bath accessories
through our bridal
registry.
Amy and Brad will
be married September 17, 1993.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

invited to attend a

GOSPEL
MEETING
at the

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
September 12-16
Sunday Morning Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Each Evening

10.00 a.m
10;45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

Speaker: Mike Kizer
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Emmitt-or no Emmitt, WasNngton
dominates Dallas 35-16 in opener
1.3y . MATT YANCEY
• P ''Sports Writer
WASHINGTON — The Dallas
•'owboys learned what the
Washington Redskins found out
List season: Sitting on top of the
..vorld as Super Bowl champions
.an be a slippery slope.
A year ago, the Cowboys.
knocked the Redskins off in a
imilar season opeaeCat Texas
•Lidium.
At RFK Stadium on Monday
:light, the Redskins, taking
idvantage of Emmitt Smith's
holdout, returned the favor with a
45-16 rout. It was the most points
:he Cowboys gave up since their
1-15 season of 1989.
But even if the .NFL's top
rusher of the past two years had
reached a financial agreement
with Cowboys owner Jerry Jones
and played, the end result probably would have been the same.
The Cowboys lost the ball four
times-on fumbles, including twice
on botched punt returns. And
they allowed Washington's new
offense 171 yards rushing, more
than twice the yardage they gave
up to the Redskins in two games

_

MSU volleyball
splits 4-match
tournament
in Little Rock

last year.
Lin Elliott's missed extra point
after the Cowboys jumped to a
6-0 lead on an 80-yard touchdown pass from Troy Aikman to
Alvin Harper in the first quarter
may have been an omen.
"We didn't play nearly as well
as we're capable of," _Dallas
COach Jimmy Johnson said,
adding that he is "sick and tired
of talking about Emmitt Smith."
Team owner Jones, however,
may be having second thoughts
about his vow last week not to
reconsider upping his S2.5 million offer to Smith unlesi.: the
Cowboys lose their first two
games. On Sunday, Dallas faces
the AFC champion Buffalo Bills,
another team with something to
Super
prove after their
Bowl loss to the Cowboys last
January.
Meanwhile, Redskins quarterback Mark Rypien returned to his
1991 Super Bowl form after a
disastrous season a year ago,
completing 22 of 34 passes for
161 yards, including three for
touchdowns.
"For the most part, they really

III See Page 7

their at-bats a little more seriously and I was trying to concentrate
on every pitch because it might
have made the difference in the
game."
For Atlanta, it was a rare backward step in their late-season
challenge to the Giants. The loss
snapped a four-game winning
streak and was only the Braves'
fifth defeat in 26 games.
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Assooaiee P,ess
Redskins quarterback Mark Rypien operated first-year head coach Richie Petitbon's new offense to nearperfection Monday night, leading Washington to a 35-16 win over the Dallas Cowboys.

NEW YORIS.,z,— Rash back 14
years: Pete Sampras and Michael
Chang are facing each other
across a net for the first time.
They're about 7 years old, toting
big rackets they need both hands
to swing.
Chang is taller, believe it or
not, and they are playing in a
tournament on a school court in
Poway, Calif., near San Diego.
' Yump ahead to Monday: It is
the U.S. Open and the big, sturdy
Sampras is beating Thomas
Enqvist 6-4, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4) to set
up a quarterfinal match Wednes-

—Vinyl Siding

„I,,N„,( ..1

CALL
753-7020

day against the diminutive but
relentless Chang, who beats Wayne Ferreira 6-4, 6-3, 6-4.
"It is pretty amazing where we
,have come from and now where
we arc," Sampras says, reflecting
on their journey from Poway to
New York and many times
around the world in between.
'He is the youngest French Open
winner. I am the youngest U.S.
Open winner. There • are pretty
interesting memories to go back
to.,.
Neither one can remember who
won their first match, though
• See Page 7

P'PSS

NEW YORK (AP) — Helena Sukova of the Czech Republic beat
third-seeded Martina Navratilova 7-5, 6-4 to advance to the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open.
The 36-year-old Navratilova's loss left the United States without
a women's quarterfinalist for the first time in the tournament's history, dating to 1887. The 12th-seeded Sukova will play unseeded
Katerina Maleeva of Bulgaria, who beat her younger sister, 100seeded Magdalena, 6-2, 6-3.
Second-seeded Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of Spain will meet
Natalia Zvereva of Belarus. Sanchez Vicario beat 14th-seeded
'Nathalie Tauziat of France 6-4, 6-3 and Zvereva routed Maria Jose
Gaickno of Argentina 6-0, 6-2.
t„.
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Grand Classic Tires

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 3, Kansas City 2
Boston 3 Chicago 1
Baltimore 5, Seattle 1
Texas 8, New York 5
Only names scheduled
"It would have been nice to
go into first place," manager
Buck Showalter said. "Anytime you get the opportunity to
put pressure on them, you'd
like to take advantage of it.
We got down early 5-0, and
it's tough to come back. I'm
not happy about it, but we're
still close."
Palmeiro, who drove in four
runs, has 34 homers and 93
RBIs this season.
"Another couple of feet and
I'd have had four home runs,"
Palmeiro said. "But I'll take
it. The best ball I hit was the
double to center field in the
second inning."
The Yankees rallied in the
ninth on Mike Gallcgo's threerun homer off Craig Lefferts.
Roger Pavlik (10-6) was the
winner as the Rangers closed
to six games behind first-place
Chicago in the AL West, Loser Scott Kamicniecki (9-5)
kaaed three innings, allowing
runs and eight hits. He's
9-0 at home and 0-5 on the
road.
While the Yankees were
• See Page 7
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Treadwear Protection Warranty

As low As

5995

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd

Murray • 753 1111
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The Associated Press
The New York Yankees still
can't claim first place in the
AL East for their very own.
Rafael Palmeiro hit two
home runs, just missing two
more with doubles off the
wall, as the Texas gangers
beat New York 8-5 Monday
night at Arlington to knock the
Yankees out of a first-place tie
with Toronto.
The Yankees have been tied
for -first place 16 times this
season, but have never had
sole possession of the top spot.

*** * * ***** * * * * ** * ***

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantees

had no other play.
Pedro Martinez ,(10-3), who
shut out Atlanta over the last two
innings, got the win. Smoltz
(13-10) allowed five hits with six
walks and five strikeouts in
eight-plus innings.
Dodger pinch -hitter Dave
Hansen tied the game — and a
club record — with his RBI
single in the seventh.
Hansen, batting for Candiotti
with one out, singled off Smoltz
to score Snyder from third. The
hit was Hansen's 17th as a pinchhitter this season, tying him with
Mitch Webster, who had 17 last
year, for the Dodgers' record.

Sukova sinks No. 3 Navratilova

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Houston 7, New York 2
Montreal 4, Colorado 3
San Francisco 4, Pittsburgh 1
Chicago 7, Philadelphia 6
Los Angeles 2, Atlanta I
Florida 2, San Diego 0
Only games scheduled

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

A.1 GLTERS

FREE ESTIMATES

As 753.4703

MCC

Chang, Sampras renew
old, young court rivalry

Assocated

FARM
BUREAU

the

U.S. OPEN

Michael Chang faces old friend Pete Sampras.

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY StARENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

FR(

with the bases loaded and one out
"I said before we left that we in the ninth gave the Dodgers the
were going to lose some games victory. Tom Goodwin, a pinch.
on this road trip," Atlanta pitcher runner for Cory Snyder, came
John Smoltz said. "The momen- home on Butler's soft grounder to
tum in the race is going to swing short with the infield drawn in.
Jeff Blauser fielded the ball
back and forth a little the rest of
__00.4nd frantically dashed to touch
the way."
Brett Butler's RBI groundout second for the second out, but • See Page 7

,

EARN
5.75%
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Dodgers block Braves' way in West Yankees

The Associated Press
The Los Angeles Dodgers, who
aren't going .to win the NL West
this season, hope to have a say in
Staff Report
who does.
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
They beat the Atlanta Braves
LITTLE ROCK — The- ;- 2-1 Monday night to drop them
defending Ohio Valley Confer-3V3 games behind the San Franence Tournament champion
cisco Giants, who defeated PiusMurray State Racer volleyball
burgh 4-1 in a day game. The
team opened its 1993 season
Dodgers still have two games left
with a four-match split at the
with the Braves, and a four-game
University of Arkansas-Little
series with the Giants at the end
Rock Classic Friday and
of the season.
Saturday..
"It was neat,” Dodger pitcher
On Friday, Murray lost in ,
Tom Candiotti said. It was like
five games to Missouri-Kansas
we were really playing for someCity, but came back to defeat ,
thing. And it was a different kind
host Arkansas-Little Rock in
of intensity level. Everyone took
three games in the nightcap.
Saturday morning, the Racers had to win the last two
games against McNeese State
to take a five-game victory
before falling to Stephen E.
Austin in four games, in the
evening match. `
Junior middle hitter Sarah
Dearworth led the Racer tournament attack, slamming a
team-high 63 kills. Junior college transfers Gina Buschcr
and Liz Spomer followed with
48 and 30 kills in their first
action as Racers. Dearworth
and senior Amy Rhodes each
scored eight service aces.
Defensively, Dearworth
recorded a team -high 20
blocks, while Buscher scooped
40 digs.
The Racers, 2-2, stay on the
tournament trail next weekend,
competing in the Arkansas
Stale Classic Friday and Saturday. N1SU faces ,Butler and
Central Michigan on Friday
and Mississippi State and host
Arkansas State on Saturday.

ft

didn't have a bead on what we
were doing," Rypien said of the
new two-back sets and the quick,
short pass timing routes that rookie head coach Richie Petitbon
has added to the Redskins'
playbook.
"We're going to spread the
ball around, make people defend
everybody," said Petitbon, making his debut as Joe Gibbs' successor. "It's just one game, you
can't read any more into it. But I
think potentially we have a
chance to be a pretty good footbalk-team."
Not that the Redskins didn't
make mistakes, too. No defender
was within 15 yards of Harper
when he caught Aiirman's
20-yard pass over the middle and
sprinted 60 yards for Dallas' first
score.
And after the Cowboys narrowed the Redskins' margin to
21-13 early in the third period on
a 32-yard touchdown from Aikman to Harper, Brian Mitchell,
thinking he was in the end zone,
downed the following kickoff on
the 'Redskins I.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Gamecock quarterback
caught at campus party

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Royals' Brett ponders retirement

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) —
South Carolina quarterback Steve
Taneyhill was arrested on a
charge of underage drinking just
a day after leading the Gamecocks to a big victory over
Georgia.
The 20-year-old Taneyhill was
picked up late Sunday night at a
student apartment near the
school's campus and charged
with possession of alcohol by a
minor, according to a police

KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) — Kansas City star George Brett.
who turned 40 this season, said he'll decide by the Royals' last
homestand of the season if he'll return for another season. Brett, in
the option year of his contract, is hitting .264 with 15 homers and
60 RBIs this season.

Baseball owners meet in Boston
NEW YORK (AP) — A year after Fay Vincent's forced resignation as commissioner, baseball owners gather today in Boston for
their 12th set of meetings in 13 months. Milwaukee Brewers president Bud Selig, chairman of the ruling executive council, said he
didn't forsee votes on realignment or the sale of the Baltimore
Orioles.

report.

The quarterback, a catalyst in
South Carolina's 23-21 victory
Saturday, was booked on the misdemeanor charge at the Richland
County Detention Center and
released .a short time later.
The Charge carries a maximum
penalty of 30 days in prison and a
S200 fine and is usually handled
with *pre-trial diversion-program
if it is a first offense and the
defendant has no previous criminal record, said Solicitor Dick
Harpoothan.
Harpootlian said Monday he
talked with South Carolina athletic director Mike McGee and
Acid coach Sparky Woods about
Tancyhill's arrest.

Pittsburgh's FOster will play Sunday
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Barry Foster's agent, Jordan Woy,
denied a CBS-TV report that the Pro Bowl running back won't play
Sunday against the Los Angeles Rams if he doesn't get a contract
extension by Friday. The Steelers also denied that Foster or Woy
had given the team an ultimatum.

•Emmitt...
FROM PAGE 6
That mistake, however, gave
the Redskins a lift. Mitchell.
recovered quickly, picking up 12
yards on two carries as Washington moved the ball out to the 24.
Rypien then completed five
straight passes, including a
29-yarder to Art Monk to put the
ball on— Dallas' 15-yard line.
Two plays later, he hit Monk
again in the end zone to give
Washington a 28-13 lead going

into the fourth quarter.
"That 99-yard drive was the
turning point of the game after
they cut our lead," Petitbon said.
"We made enough mistalces to
beat ourselves, but we came
back."
Finally, Mitchell ran for a
29-yard touchdown with 2:12 left
on the clock after Elliott'Made it
28-16 With a 22-yard field goal
with just under five minutes
remaining.

In Boston's 3-1 win over the
White Sox, Rob Deer hit two
home runs, including a tiebreaking shot in the seventh
inning, as Boston beat Jack
McDowell and Chicago at
Comiskey Park. The Red Sox
snapped a five-game losing
streak, while Chicago lost for
only the second time in 10
games.

FROM PAGE 6
Sampras thinks he might have
taken it and Chang recalls it went
three sets.
They played each other all the
way through the juniors, and then
eight matches as professionals.
Chang winning six of those
— He had a great two-hand
backhand down the line, great
forehand down the line that
still has," Chang says of the
young Sampras. "He didn't have
any volleys then."
Instead of the little ribbons and
trophies they used to collect
when they were kids, the stakes
this time go far beyond the
$535,000 that the winner of -the
Open will get or the S70,000 that
a quarterfinalist will settle for.
Sampras, the 1990 Open
champion who is coniing off a
Wimbledon victory, is trying to
regain the No. 1 ranking.he•held
so briefly this year. Chang, the

Sanderson (3-1), who has won
his last three starts with the
Giants after 10 straight losses,
mostly with California, retired 12
of 13 batters after the second
inning. He allowed two hits,

struck out four and walked one,
Rod Beck pitched the ninth for
his 41st save.
Royce Clayton had a two-run
single in the fourth off Paul Wagner (5-7).
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Tony Tarasco, a rookie making
Just his fourth start for the
Braves, drove in Atlanta's run
with a sacrifice fly in the fourth
inning. It _was _his first ,major
league RBI.
"Up until the seventh, I was
sure I was going to win it 1-0,"
Smohz said. "Credit the Dodgers. They found a way to win
it."
• • • •
Scott Sanderson pitched six,
shutout innings in San Francisco's 4-1 victory over Pittsburgh
as -theGiants returned home trying to hold on in the West.

seventh time in 12 starts.
Losing pitcher DaVe nem-.
ing. (10-3) allowed five runs
on seven hits and walked six
in 7 2-3 innings.

753-9627

4.10eam

Luke a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Comport's,
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

MSU Racer
Athletic
Association
Business
Meeting
Thursday,

September 9
5:30 p.m.
Pagliai's Restaurant

Everyone Welcome!

RESPECT
"Treating everybody with respect is the
first line of Self Defense!"

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO

•
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1'12 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$3,725 212 CAR (24x24)
$4,925
$4,425 LARGE 2'/2 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825
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announces the opening of his new
family practice in Marshall County.

were

305 N. 12th St., Murray
00.10 Century 21)

1989 French Open champion, is
going for a second Grand Slam
that would.significantly raise his
status in tennis.
"When we were younger. Pete,
was pretty much winning the
majority of the time," Chang
recalls. "As we got a little bit
older, I was starting to sneak in a
few more wins."
Chang sneaked one in at the
French Open four years ago in
the second round. winning 6-1,
6-1, then went on the take
the title at 17. Chang also won
their next four matches, all on
hardcourts like the ones at the
U.S. Open.
Sampras, six months older,
didn't beat Chang as a professional until 1990, and that was on
an indixir carpet. Sampras' only
other victory over his old chum
also came indoors, and Chang
won their last match on a hardcourt in Key Biscayne, Fla., in
1992.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your family insurance needs'

Taneyhill said he didn't want
to discuss the matter, which is
also beipg evaluated by the athletic department. "I have to sit down with my
lawyer and talk about it, and then
we can talk about it later this
week when we get it all worked
out," Taneyhill said Monday.
When asked if this night mean
he'd miss SaturdaY's game
against Arkansas, Taneyhill said
"Anything's possible."
Woods said the incident was
distressing, but the quarterbaat
was not under any curfew or
restrictions. He said if was too
soon to decide on any disciplinary measures. "Steve will be
treated like any other player," he
said.
Columbia Police Chief Charles
Austin said police received a
noise cmnptaint,- --and- Officer
Mike Grogan noticed Taneyhill
when he tried to hide a cup of
beer. He said Taneyhill had no.
identification, told the officer he
was 2,0, and was arrested.
The legal drinking age in
South Carolina is 21.
'Taneyhill was the only person
arrested at the party, Austin said,.

•Dodgers...
FROM PAGE 6

SCOREBOARD

•Chang, Sampras...
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Jane Rogers Insurance
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FROM PAGE 6
losing, surging Baltimore won
its eighth in a row with a 5-1
victory over Seattle at Camden
Yards to move within two
games of Toronto. Jack Voigt
and Mike Devereaux each hit
home runs.
"We're two games behind
Toronto," Devereaux said.
"Hopefully, we'll put everything together. It seems like
it's going that way. The hitters
are starting to come through."
Starter Ben McDonald
(11-11) allowed six hits in 7
1-3 innings and won for the

7_
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This mini program will develop
greater respect for teachers,
parents and law and order. It will
encourage achieving worthwhile
goals, better fitness, motor skills,
strength and coordination.
Classes are forming this week.
Money back guarantee if you do
not feel this mini program is a
S100.00 value.

"IF

ti(1) ArtS mini course.
Back to school offer includes
Free Official Tae Kwon Do Uniform.

• Complete Family Health and
Preventive Health Care
• Physicals
• Assignment accepted, Medicare,
Medicaid, Blue Cross/Blue Shield
of Kentucky

4111110

• Admitting

privileges Marshall
"tounty Hospital

•-••

INTRODUCTORY OFFER New Location!

Hours: 8:30-5:30.Mors.-Wed. 8c Friday

V 1 Free Uniform
V 2 Weeks of Training
3 Private Lessons

Stilley Building
Suite A
George McClain Drive
Benton, KY

MURRAY TAE KWON DO

I
.
For Appointment, Call 527-2600

.1o/0

1413 Olive Blvd.
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Call Today
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(502) 753-6111
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Fourth grade students at Southwest Elementary Brad Boggess, Serena Rogers and Tisha Morris practice making
change during Vanna Gallimore's math class In preparation
for the opening of the Southwest Bank.
Richard Farrell, a sixth grade teacher at Murray Middle
School, introduces Sgt. Melodie Jones as she begins her
DARE program.

-

%.‘

Fifth graders In Diana Cothran's class at East Elementary
have embarked on a school-wide theme this year of adventures. The first adventure will be the "Adventures of Me," in
which students will participate In activities that enable them
to know about the individuality and personal abilities.

1.4

Murray primary teacher Carla Rexroat challenged her class
on the first day of school by asking, "What should we put on
our bulletin board?"
Fifth grade students at Southwest Elementary Erin Heitsley,
Jessica Bybee and Amanda Carter created art projects
using Highlights magazines in Gall Turner's English class.

Krlsta Doron, Shea Stonecipher, David Gordon and Tim
Stark, TNT 8 students at Calloway Middle, are busy working
in cooperative learning groups by writing and sharing their
journal entries.
MHS band members perform a skit at band camp held at
Bethel College.

Amber Cain, a fourth grader at North Calloway Elementary
sets goals as part of "Celebrate the Fourth" classroom guidance. Students developed personal flag setting goals,
deadlines, ways and rewards of accomplishment.

t, Is
•
4

Bryan Westra, Richard Jaszenko and Barry Cooper, TNT 8
students at Calloway Middle, are writing and sharing their
journal entries as part of a cooperative learning group.

Terry Geary works as a volunteer with Marjorie Grady's
Primary II class at East Calloway Elementary. Many of
Grady's students welcomed Geary to the class.

I
The Murray High School Band, under the direction of the
Beth Stribling and John Stroube, prepare for band camp.

Adam Sieber, Amy Gibson and Darcie Carson design a symbol to represent Juror Number Four in preparation of reading "Twelve Angry Men" In Honors English 11 at Calloway
County High School.

Bethany Call, a senior at Calloway County High School, has
been selected as student of the week. Call, the daughter of
William and Brenda Call, is a member of the band, foreign
language club, Beta club, amateur radio club and is a 4.0
CPA student. She is pictured (second from right) with Brett
Harcourt, WSJP; Jerry Ainiey, principal; and James Hart,
Loretta Jobs Century 21.

# B•1•1111•6•0
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$2,300 Letter H Jackpot!!!

Me'

• 14 Games — $100 Each
• $800 Jackpot — (53) Number Call
t
iri4;1
4
119
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each week
• Letter "H" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2300!
-7-(Consolation Prise - 10% of
Jackpot, minimum $1inif
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%

p.
•

•

Thomas Sanders and Jarrin Litchfield, fifth graders at East'
Calloway Elementary, created patters at the Patter Block
center in Diana Cothran's room.

Tasha Shoemaker and Jodi Manning play "Spider on a Mirror" as a warm-up for a Creative Dramatics unit in their Honors English 11 class.

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

•

•
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CLASSIFIED
Jill

3241

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1983
5-5 30 Mon-Fri
10 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701

put it in the
Classifieds

7534016

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance Is now
standanred in 10
-ptans and we writs-all 10
The part A dcductibk
you, of your
Insurance,
must pay has bccn
increased to S676 in
1993
For more inforrnauon
call
N1cC(7NNELI.
INSURANCE
AGENCY
751-4199
or nationwide 1-300455-4199
ut.r 31st ycv

AtiRORA.Pizta Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza
kesh salads, sandimchea gyros Open aN year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8119
Tues
1 800 649 3804

3y Middle
*gins her

GALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives. walks Colored 8 stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8308
DRAFTING Service, custom home plans commercial. industrial drafting.
computer aided drafting. 28
years experience Call
498-8830 after 1pm
MRS. THERESA, Reader
II Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted horn God
554-7904 call for
appointment

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL
her class
we put on

753-1916

MUSIC DJ Dances par
bes weddings
musical
styles 753-0343
_ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753-4545

,„ WRITERS interested in being published and willing to
pay Survey being taken
-.Confidenbal Write to Box
592 Murray KY 42071

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ATTENTION Murray
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41'hr plus benefits For
application & into, call
1 (216) 233 9078 7am to
10pm 7 days
•
BRICK layer for 12.000
brick lob No scaffolding
required Hip roof only 8tt
walls Labor help provided
if needed 753-3018

I

p held at

Pat Miller
Sanders

I

Who's really a dear

Turns "50" today
let's give her a cheer!

Be sure & call her
753-7550 or 753-7559
America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

on of the
nd camp.

NOW
HIRING
Murray Rental
& Sales
Is looking for a

Counter/Sales
Person
Immediate opening
Apply In person on
Wed.. Sept 8

200 E. Main St.
No phone calls please
DELI kitchen help
Sam-4pm, Mon Fn Apply
in person 200 N 15th...;
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16,thni
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn 3 00prn
We are an EOE This pro•
pet is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
EASY work, Excellent Pay'
Assemble products at
home call toll free
1 800 467 5566 eat 8047

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect InAny error
sertion.
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

;
4

CLOSER looking for
energetic self motivated
person who want to make
$25 35 COO per year Benefits insurance paid vacabons& bonuses For inter
view call Al Davis 247 4473
'Apo-Fri 8 tOarn

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

EXPERIENCED auto body
man Apply in person at
Donnie Hudson Body
Shop. Alma, Ky or by call
ing 753-6475 days or
753-9918 nights
HANDS ON Supervisor for
manufacturing facility Must
have prior supervisory ex
penence, and at least a
high school diploma (col
lege preferred) Please
apply in person at Plumley
Marugo, Ltd Henry County
Industrial Pang, Paris TN
Monday-Foday. 9am 5pni
Equal Opportunity
Employer
HEATING cooling duct
work installer, minimum
one year experience
435-4699
IF you are a Special Educa
bon high school graduate or
have a disability, you may
be eligible for assistance in
obtaining employment
through JPTA For an apCall
pointment
WATCH, 759-1965
OVER the road drivers
3yrs verifiable experience
CDL license. 23yrs of age
or over Reefer Rollins
DCS 502-753-1156
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vaction Dream
Cash, PO Box 224 McKenzie, TN 38201
WANTED barmaids. waitresses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, Tr,
901-642-4297 7pm 2arn

Hardee's
Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south lc Se Haiti Road, right on SQ HARI Road es mos
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN 10 INC PURI IC
753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray

chool, has
aughter of
Id, foreign
d Is a 4.0
with Brett
mes Hart,

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

•

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companiOs including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

Murray and
Draffenville now
hiring for all shifts.
24 hour store
Apply in person
Benefits available
PARIS area employer is
seeking workers for pow
bons available at a modern
manufacturing leaky An
excellent benefits package
and competitive wages will
be available to the right
individuals who want a
stable career opportunity
Apply in person at PlumeyMarugo, Ltd Henry County
Industrial Park, Paris, TN
Monday-Friday gam-5pm
Equal Opportunity
Employer

NEW 16 & 165" Biem
PERSON needed for dials,truck was $60 8 up Also
ery. set up all around work
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
Pick up application at Wog
line at low, Joh prices Lots
gins Furniture Hwy 641 N,
ol used tires $10. $15 $20
Murray
each Warehouse Tire 400
SAFETY Advisors 82150 Industrial Road 753-1111
per month Company will
SCHWYNN Alf Dyne exer
train Cal Monday thru Fri
case bike $450 8ft oak
day, 9am 1pm only
bench from Old Calloway
615 399 8269
County Court Room $350
SEAMSTRESSES 753-5133
needed Work at home or
SQUARE bale hay cattle
work at shop Apply at Bold
rack for fut.' size pickup 1
Liquidators. 308 Main or
seed sower 1 good hunting
call 753 3753
jeep Call 436-5648- or
US POSTAL 8 GOVERN. 436-5609
MENT JOB$S23/tir plus
TOP soil off farm land for
benefits_ Now Aliging
sale $65 for 18-19 yards
t. 1_800-290-8760 24 hours
Tri axle truck load
WE are loolung for produc- 492-8488
tion line workers men &
WOOD heating stove 3yrs
women Apply at Murray
old 753 1977
Unemployment Office
4 ALMOST new tires on
070
Ford 4 lug aluminum
Domestic
wheels $135 753 8838
Cfiliciews
CLEANING house is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced references Call
Linda 759 9553
CLEANING Service for
home or business Also
have carpet cleaner, exper
ienced have references
Call 492 8238

SEWING jobs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

ANTIQUE hand made solid
cedar bedroom suite twin
bed dresser, chest. $500
Mahogany chest antique,
$50 753 6697

EXERCISE equipment
Weider weight bench &
squat rack with 225 pound
weight $200 for all Air
gometer stepper, $100
Westbend rowing machine
$50 604b Evertast punch
mg bag $35 All equipment
like new 759 1588

210
Firewood

ABSOLUTELY great op
ponunity Fully stocked hog A FIREWOOD for sale
farm geared for quick re- 437 4667
turn on investment Perfect
setting wooded private
Highly functional Lagoon
system EPA approved All
barns with own feed auger
system Farrow to finish BASS drum double pedal
DW 5000 1 yr old Ust new
operation 20 crate farrow
ing barn, 3 topping floors, 1 $475 sell for $250
nursery Other outbuild -753 2981
ings Owner enjoys reputa
PIANO tuning John
tion for high quality Gottschalk 753 9600
purebred and crossbred
stock and maintained fine
health record Ettablished
clientele for private sales
Phone 901 782 3395
K T I and Associates otter
NATIONAL franchise availmg a full line of investigative
able Reply to PO Box
services Bel Air Center
9134 Paducah KY 42002
7533858 or 436 6099

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH pad for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

1992 16x80 SOUTHERN
Elite 3br, 2 ba_th with Geor
gia carpet,422 000
901 247 3233

FURNISHED lbr opt with
paid utilities No pets
Lease and deposit re
q4ired Available Sept 1
Call alter 5pm 436 2755

CUMMINGS Meier Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
GOOD buy on 1260 rno
bile home central heat 8
air, unfurnished appliances 8 underpinning in
eluded redecorated Call
395 7284 ter eppointrnent
QUALITY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices have made u6
one of the Southeast's
largest and oldest dealer
ships Shop 8 compare'
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc
Hwy 79E Paris, TN
1 800 642 4891 Open
week days til 7pm Sat bl
6pm and Sunday 1 to 6pm

TAKING applications for
section El rent subsidized
apartments 1.283 bed
rooms handicap accessi
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky or call
502 437 4113

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

NEW condition 7
ton
unit WI
accept bids 753 1300 at
ter 7pm 4-892116

triane heat 3au

12x52 TRAILER with buil
on rooms Must be moved
Call 753 0751

-9

Lots
For Salo

FALL apples 8 Damson 8 BUILDING lots in subdivi
prune plums Call to place son with limited restrictions
your order 753 4725 or (no mobile homes) Some
753-9468
wooded Southwest School
District natural gas city
water cablevision 3 3
430
MUR CAL Apartments now
miles from city limits. Fi,
Real
accepting applications for
nancing available- Lots as
Estate
1 2 and 3br apartments
low as 54500 753 5841 or
Phone 759-4984 Equal
FOR
sale
by owner Small 753 1566
Housing Opportunity
professional building NICE Sacra tract o'
NOW taking applications downtown 505 Main St
Hale_Read N
for Section 8 low rent hous- Ideal for Accountant Insur- site on
me
ance,
Law
office
Dental Of
ing Apply in person at
sled at
Southside Manor, 906 Call 759 1429
ssional Real
Broad St Extended be- FOR sale Land 10 acres
759 1591
tween 8am 12noon No
20 acres 45 acres 65
phone calls please Equal acres 8 100 acres Also NICE lot for mobile home or
build your own home City
Housing Opportunity
will rent 753 1300 after water, sewer gas availSPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath du 7prn 489 2116
able Won t last long Only
plea appliances furnished, GENTLEMAN'S farm
Roar
with $6500 Prolessional
central air 8 gas heat horse barn located just Estate 759 1591
$4756no 1 month deposit. southwest of the city limits
1 year lease No pets This totally redecorated
753 2905
3 4br home 8 great 4 stall

-NEAR MSU kitchen, living
privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

!QOM

FOR Rent Business Rota,
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
PROFESSIONAL office
space for lease on or about
092393 (formerly MTG
Realty) approx 3200sqtt
with 4 private offices 9
personal °nice areas
reception work station
.warting area Fully car
poled 2 bath employee
lounge or 6400sq ft
Olympic Plaza Shopping
Center 506 N 12th St Mur
ray 753 9469

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $.40/mo 759 4081

Livestock
Swells*
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 38R apts furnished
very nice some with
washer 8 dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753 1252 days 753 0606
after, 5pm
1BR apt water, sewage
garbage furnished Close
to university $245 • depo
sit Carl 753-5076

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

2BR duplex with carport
1966 BUCCANEER 14x76:," tease No pots Refer
2br, 2 bath 515 006 7 ences $425 mo Available
Oct 1 75 7457
753 3645 or 753-9305

horse barn surrounded by
white plank fencing on 2
acres will delight your tarn
ily Additional acreage
available MLS 15174
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of OW °QUEUE
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

MEN S roping saddle circle
Y Brand, Yoakum, TX
Leather in excellent condi
bon seude seat with slight
wear, needs new cinch.,
$350 753-1022

Lots
For Sale
MAPLEWOOD Estates
Approx 100x150', city we
ter. REC electric, 1 mile
from Murray Court Square
on 94E 615 662-7632

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

30R 2 bath, bock, 1380..q
Pt. 3yrs old $72 000 Phone
for appointment 753 32f,i3
313R, ranch style home wth
now central gas twat &
central electric air extra
largo rooms detached
workshop building & metal
storage building, fenurd
backyard surrounds large
tree shaded wooden dock
$69900 MLS 15181 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

APPLIANCE
PARTS
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest inventory in West Kentucky
vAotpo'nt
Froaidalte
kitchen

AKC SIBERIAN HUSKIES
top quality bloodlines
Black/while, gray/white
with blue eyes 753 8809
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

2BR 1 bath cottage with
new central heat & air unit
garage, shade trees Good
neighborhood Located on
corner lot in Puryear Ten
nesse° Only $26 900 Call
Century 21 Castleton Re
ally 901 642 9166
1 800 467 9 1 66 or
901 247 5815 nights

3 48R. 2 bath ranch in
quiet neighborhood near
city schools, groat MOM
with, fireplace large fam,iy
style kitchen 'newly decorRE'MAX Properties Ltd
ated all appliances in
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
ducted. neatly landscaped
Bel Air
Center
502-753 SOLD, freshly painted exterior 2
can garage $87,900 Cali
1 800 369 5780
for appointment 759 1850
ROBERTS Realty Callo
or drive by 1615 Magnol,a
way County's oldest and Dr
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real 3BF1 r bath brick house
2100. sq ft large lot rn
estate needs call them to
Circarama 905 Fairlane
day at 753-1651' Syca
753 3793
more and 12th St

3BR 1 bath spacious yard
$495mo Lease & deposit
required No pets Avail
able immochatley Wiswell
Road Call 762-4483
8arn 4pm 345 2748 after TRAILER 8 small cabin on
5Pal
lake for sale and v. of acre
of land 753 1038 after
4pin

370

1BR close to university and
hospital, some utilities paid
753 8756

Mobile
Home* For Salo

GE

0
,036

sears

punana

Ter,_
v‘nuse
westing— maytag 1-Pan

1..Aaq,c

0‘1e

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

LAWN mower deck for 4
wheeler 753-8809

6FT deli case Globe slicing
machine, conistock castle
double
oven
901 593 5439
AMT auto mag 22 magum
stainless, quick release,
shoulder holster, 5 clips, all
like new. $250 489-2613
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murra
- y Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 11, 1993.

HARDWOOD flooring,
$1 29 per sq Pt, kiln dried
lumber Hardwood delivered 502-526-2824

— - COUPON —

HORSE 3'/, gaited stallion
6yrs old, $1100 8x20 haulint) trailer, $150 1976
Chrysler Cordoba, 08,XXX
acutal miles, $800 1976
Semi Custon Cheby 350
van, $800 Call 759-9673

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo
in your paper. (Phote. enclosed.)
Name of Child

MOTORCYCLE helmets,
army pants, shirts 8 boots,
new 8 used guns Jerry's
Sporbng Goods. 6th 8 Walnut, Mayfield

WOOD WORKS

'
560i n6
•

McConnell Ins. Agency

Hone
Furnishings

100
Business
OPPolturlitY

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Rent

ISO

COLONIAL style earth
WILL do house cleaning tones couch.excellent coo_
Qall Betty 474 2131 nights, &son Great for college stu
dent $100 753 4668

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 luxe
dos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

Mobile
HMIS For Sale

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

Name of Grandparents

Nikki Morris
Grandparents
Charles & Donna Henry
Evelyn Foulner
Walter & Dorothy Fee/net

Keith & Paula Stoat
Grandparents
Brenda Moore
Aubrey 8 Linda Blom

Send photo, pames of Erandparents_ name of child.
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to.

Murray Ledger ik Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Enclosed is
$7.00 1st picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed en
velope for return of picture
Bring in by September 9 (12 noon) to
be published September 11th.
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Two U.S. soldiprs injured in airborne
assault on warlord's stronghold

490

F-Hemos aft

Neese
For Sale

4BR 3a bath home twit to
quality standards Features
2 Mialef SWAB large bright
kitchen large side entry
garage with built in Great
ckiset space & many other
outstanding features Adia
cent ice available Located
in Southwest Villa Estates
MLS 85164 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

QUALITY home on wooded
lot Home features 2 twee
bedrooms Wing room di
rang room den or game
room Quiet peaceful set
Ong A must Lee Only
$.54 500 Professional Real
Estate 759 1591

5.-

•

570

litatererlse
BRICK home central hie
gas line, city water, 2. 1
bath hardwood floors, double carport large barn. appliances refrigerator ne
gotiable $40s 192 8892

1980 1100 XS Yamaha
$950 obo 753-0095
1981 HONDA XL 185 S trail
bike Call after 8pm
753 7652

CONDO 2br 2 bath over
1989 HONDA VTR 250
looking pool Chateau
Sport bike low mileage
Maurice $75 000 2949 sharp 753 5718
Harrison Paducah KY
443-4757
1989 V MAX Yamaha
great condition, 7 XXX
home
FRAMING starter
miles Phone 753-3343
Farmington Prime lot
1990 LT 80 SUZUKI 4
$3000 Sell or trade
753-0373
wheeler 492 8298
GREAT LOCATION 3br
24 bath home on approx 1
acte 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753 9475

-

INCOME opportunity Updated 3br home plus 2br
apt neat hospital $45,500
Restored 1 a story older
country home Many ma
lure trees 4 miles from
town Ready to move into
$49,900 Call Jean Bird at
Roberts Realty 753 1651
home 753 3584
IN Tennessee only minutes
from Murray New maintenance tree 2br 2 bath
home with central ha in
good location Has front
porch back deck land
soaping garden spot and
paved ckniewey $46,500
Call Century 21. Gastleton
Realty 901 642 9166
1 800 4 6 7 9 1 66 or
901 247 5815 nights
NICE 2br 1 bath lake view
home full basement large
kitchen & living room fire
place deck garage corn
munay boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision $40 s
759 2085
OLD World Charm with
modern comfort 2br can
eat heat& air privacy fence
and other nice features In
very good conddron Located in Puryear, Tennessee Only $32,900 Call
Century 21, Castleton Realty, 901-642-9166,
1-800-467-9166 or evenings 901-247-5815
SHARP well built brick on
Elm Street. den or 3rd
bedroom, new kitchen, tiled
bathroom with new cabinets, nice utility room,
new carpet over hardwood,
large storage shed, carport
fenced yard $40S Must
see. call 753-7542 after
5Pm

3 BR, 2 bath, by
owner EY Subd .
large wooded lot, 2
car garage. lots of cxuas, large family
w/fireplace,
room

large storage bldg.
S90's. Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822.

1993 HARLEY Davidson
Anniversary Edition 1200
Sportster 34XX miles
$6200 firm 753 5318
1993 KX 125 good condition Call after 4 30pm
436 2794
1
2 4 WHEELERS
Yamaha Blaster 1 Honda
250 4 Tray 753 7275 after
6pm
DISCOUNT parts dependable service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Carnogrixind Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat 10am 3pm

Used
Cars
1978 TRIUMPH Spa Fire
convertible new engine &
tires runs great $2650
obo 474 8400 474 8119
1985 BMW black metallic
two door all power, moon
roof. 69 XXX miles, new
Radials excellent conch bon 489 2704 after 6pm
1987 SENTRA 2dr hatchback Coupe XE $2900
red in very good condition
& dean Call after 6pm
436 5681
1988 CHRYSLER New
yorker Landeau Mark
Cross Edition 4dr in excellent condition, garage kept,
Call
low mileage
753-3249
1990 RED Grand Am LE.
a/c. imam cassette, tilt,
cruise all power, ground
effects, auto, sharp,$6750
753 8098
1991 BONNEVILLE LE,
loaded with all equipment,
one owner 60 XXX miles
753-7275 after 6pm
1991 FORD Probe 30 XXX
miles excellent condition
$8500 474 4981 after
6pm

Used
Care
1991 PONTIAC Sunbed
61 XXX oil changed every
3000$ tuned up recently &
new tires auto, air arntm
cassette $7000 Call
753-5242 9 30 10 530

Porches and decks
available with metal
roof
Silver root coating
White roof coating
Evertock vinyl
under-pinning
K Rol. underpinning
Doors Windows
Metal Siding Floor
Repair
Miller Air Conditioning
Mobile Home
Spaces For Rent

1992 MAZDA 1.4X3. red.
nov• tires, auto, loaded
$500 & take over payments Cal 759-9037 leave
message
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Al
pine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

Phone
1984 DODGE work van
436-2731

1970 GMC pickup $550
436 2043
1985 CHEVY S10 stock
shift runs good best otter
Call 753 9366 after5pm
With Of without uitlity
topper

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY
penance
HOPPER 436 5848

S

.......„ .

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ADS SuNauRY

1.1URRAV ill•tund Bunny Brew;
753- WAD

------TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT

r.4.140:14;
1350 SQ FT BRICK HOME FOR ONLY 551,900 00
New 3 bedroom ranch, energy efficient, brick home with
2 full baths,fireplace,central heat & an, vaulted ceiling,
dishwasher, range, skyhglit, and many more amenities
Custom built on crawl space

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 1958
MODEL AVAILABLE
(502)582-1900
(502)554-3247
Basement and Garage Optional

1975 PACE Arrow Class A
28f1 motorhome $6500
753 9181 753 8124

tWif ilwareisrallar-As,

-

1977 AIR Stream $8000
436 2883

GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting, tree- work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical carpentry
and general repair
753 0596
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
era construction remodel
irag garages decks patios
interior trial 753 0834

KITCHEN CABINET RE
BILLS Window Cleaning COVERY existing doors &
Service Residential, frames with woodgran for
Call mica, all colors Free ash
Commerical
mates Wultt's Recovery
753-5934
Murray _4_35:556_9____ .
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
guaranwont
mowing service. InAl
LAWN
Service753 1 1 34 or sured Coleman Benehel
teed
436-5832
phone 759 4564

24FT Nomad Camper, fully
self contained, air, awning.
new refrigerator, asking
$4300. Can be seen at
Piney Campground, D 36
502-437 4902
30 NOMAD camper bumper hitch bunkhouse
model loaded. sleeps
8-10, fully self contained,
excellent condition. $6903
Also available, matching
1983 Chev Suburban, 454
motor, trailenng pkg, both
for $10,000 obo Call
753 8965

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668

CARPET Installation Carpet & vinyl, commercial &
residential We install Berber tool CaN 753-2504-ask
for Mike Goforth

PLUMBING repaaman with
same day service Cali
436 5255

RETIRED Journeyman
Milfwright will do plumbing
electrical, carpentry and
general repair 492 8403
14 ALUMINUM V. bottom
fishing boat with 18hp Evanrude motor, oars, trolling
rnotor, seats, gas tank
depth finder, goes with
boat Older boat & motor
used very little Call
753-4871 or work
762-4811 lam-3pai

PROFESSIONAL Siding
Specializing in vinyl siding
per
& custom trim I syrs"
'once Call 753 9481

C & 0 HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers otticea
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8723
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
,2307
474
SHEETFIOCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

1983 GIPSON Lazy-Cruz
houseboat. 4311 long with a
1988 Volvo-Penta 441 motor Kohler generator 7 5
(rebuilt) sleeps 8 10 people tots of special custom
work & dean 2 tv s microwave coffee maker & most
of furniture stays Real nice
houseboat for the price
Call 753-4871 or work
762-4811 7am-3pni

Services
Offered
1 A A-1 Hauling tree trimming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics. & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA all around mowing &
tree trimming & light hauling Call 43k 2528 ask for
Mark

SIAULIAI, Lithuania (AP) Pope John Paul II expressed hope
today that Europeans will overcome the hate that has left their
continent in the grip of ethnic
violence and civil war.
"Love surpasses deadly hate.
which has violently spread to our
European continent also," he
said in a morning Mass at the
foot of Lithuania's Hill of Crosses. "It is the love with which
God loved the world in Christ
crucified and risen"
The pope spoke to about
40,000 people - far fewer than
had been expected - who stood
in an open field. near the hill,
long considered a symbol of hope
and defiance. '
In the 50 years of Soviet rule
in Lithuania, Communist authorities repeatedly removed thousands Of crosses from the site,
harassed those who erected new
ones and even tried to flood the
site with sewage.
Lithuanians believe the first
crosses began appearing on the
Hill of Crosses at the end of the
15th Century. Scores were placed
there in the 19th Century under
Russian tzarist rule.

WINDOW & door repair
Repair re screen re
-glaze
aluminum Of wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt service

Free
Column
FREE baby
759 4490

kittens

ill

A
tr

over

the humanitarian effort in
Somalia from a U.S.-led militarycoalition in May, 47 peacekeepers have been killed in clashes including four Americans - and
175 wounded.

Si

HOROSCOPES

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

WANTED light hauling.
trees trimmed or removed
Call Don 753-2772 or
753 2320

In Nigeria today, the government rejected calls from human
rights groups to withdraw its
troops from the U.N.- contingent.
Critics contend the military.
backed government, which faces
political unrest at home, is trying
to turn Nigeria into Africa's
superpower by intervening in
conflicts.
Since the' United Nations took

•

WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER *1993
(For vour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1•900-9K8-7-"SK. Your phone company will -bill you 95
cents a minute.)
the tine print before signing conHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN UHF
NEXT YEAR OF VOL k LIFE: tracts.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
You will learn to deal with your
Your friends.may lack foresight.
shyness and find a whole new world
Joining forces with bright. experiof career and business opportunities.
enced decision-makers who share
Seek professional ads ice more often
and_profits will rise. Ear111994 will your visions of the future will help
1.ind you getting back to basics. you achieve tremendous success.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-(kt. 22): Your
Widen your circle of friends- by
s!ariness about incurring new debt
doing more entertaining. Interesting
people are eagerto get to know yin, or lending money will save you a Itn
of grief. Familiar turf and routines
better. '
suit you best this week. Leasing
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
things unfinished could affect your
THIS DATE: country singer Patsy
Cline. actress Heather Thomas, prestige.
SCORPIOtOct. 23-N0%. 211:
comedian Sid Caesar. Sen. Sam
Your rechecking of tra% el details
Nunn.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191' and appointment dates will calch
mistakes before they happen. Other
Abundant energy makes you irresistible today_ lout quick grasp of people will delis er on time. Be (Areal help to alnend who is in disthe long-range picture cons inces
tress.
others that you are right. You clinch
SAGE1TARWS (Nos. 22-Dec.
contracts, win votes and promote
21): Someone's mood swmp like a
your philosophy with flair.
pendulum today. A show of cooperTAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
ation on your partstabilizes relawork project or conversation with a
tions and leads to a useful agreesupervisor could mystify vou at
ment. Listen to your instincts, then
first. By evening, you will he smiling! Sign a contract without further follow through.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
delay.
191: A great day to openly share
GEMINI (May 2I -June 201:
your beliefs and renew family
New %1st:is open at work. Colhonds. VIPs may sing a tune you do
leagues are won over when your
not like now. Do not worn: this is
wise decisions and social graces
strictly temporary. Look to the
hear fruit. Distant es ents offer you a
future.
. chance for fun. Cis e more aid to the
.AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
needs.
funds come in handy on a
Joint
A
221.
-July
2I
CANCER (June
social outing. You and a friend fulsurprising chain of es ents Lould
weaken an important alliance. fill a powerful wish. Good news
arrives front those at a distance.
Things will quickly return to normal
if you consent to necessary changes. Touch base with a close friend
Place having fun at the top of your tonight.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
list.
Youqromotion of a partnership
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: A panensureS greater access to funds and
net or associate sees things more
resources. VIPs recognize your talclearly now. A legal or publishing
minter gels a favorable boost. News ent and otter support. A young person wants your ear: listen and learn.
trine afar raises your hopes. Read
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TOI)AY'S CHILDREN sometimes expect too much of themselves and
almost always expect too much of others. They are draw- n to intellectuals
and fascinated by the .ans. Somewhat shy, these children blossom once they
really get to know someone. Others may try to take advantage of these Vir.
gos strung interest in accumulating money'. Any unusual financial opportunities should be thoroughly ins estigated! Easygoing and understanding.
these Virgos do nail resent working under supers ision.
Imo jib.]
...,11,n1;
.4.1.11ot ,op, .4 1‘..8r... 1)18.•1
SI p...iaga..intt hx8114ng
`+,
(..8) • Plan
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t.•I'll Bo. 4 I'8•4: Kansa. t is 51, n4 Iii %Lae
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1111 111-11

753-IIII

Extra Chance

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
46 A,72
Heating Cooling & Electric.
V 65 2
Inc Service sales and in•.1 1(14
stallation 1502) 435-4699,
•K 5 3
435 4327

753-1916

soldiers were not
identified, but McDavitt said one
was treated and released from a
military hospital and the Other
Vas expected to be released later
in the day.
McDavitt and other officials
would not say whether Aidid was
believed to be in the compound at

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
Woo of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

On Tuesday, thousands of
wooden and metal crosses, small
and large, formed thicket on the
hill. A fir tree towered above the
crosses, many of which were elaborately carved and strung with
_rosary beads.
"We comp here, to the Hill of
Crosses, to remember all the sons
and daughters of your land, as
well as those sentenced, those
sen1-14J prison, to concentrations
camps, deported to Siberia or
Koluma and condemned to
Alsatb," the pope said.
He specifically mentioned
three prelates who were persecuted by Soviet authorities.- Two
of them were arrested and died in
prison.
"Innocents were condemned,"
the 'pope said. "At that time in
your homeland a terrible system
Marked by totalitarian violence
raged, a system 'which trampled
down and humiliated man.
"The survivors, those who
were spared these horrors of vio- lence and death, knew that before
their very eyes, among their fellow citii.ens and with their very
own families, there was a renewal" of faith.

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5prn 759 9816 753 0495

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

Somalia.
The'wounded

•

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Al AL'S hauling. yard
work, tree removal, mow
mg Free estimates
759-1683

ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling, porches
roofing. concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte
nance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

Farrah Aidid.
About 50 of the elite soldiers
stormed a dozen buildings within
a walled compound the size of a
city block, engaging in several
brief exchanges of gunfire with
armed Somali guards.
Two Somalis escaped after
being wounded and 17 others
were captured and detained for
questioning, said Capt. Tim
McDavitt, a spokeman for the
U.N.-led multinational force in

CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Spegal sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon, high quality excellent
value RoyisHill 750 4664

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Akno Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fr1-7 753-43530--

the time of the raid, but acknowledged that no high officials of
the warlord's faction were among
iL
•
the detainees.
Troops_ have - been .'trying to
hunt down Aidid since June,
when his fighters killed 24 Pakistani soldiers in an ambush. On
Sunday, seven Nigerian soldiers
were killed in an ambush blamed
on Aidid's forces.

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP)
Two U.S. Army Rangers were
slightly wounded today in a predawn airborne assault on a suspected command and control center of fugitive warlord Mohamed

CARPET and vinyl installa
Don arid repairs Gien Beb
bet 759-1247

Pope calls on Europeans to
overcome ethnic violence, civil war

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

FINISH sheetrock small
patch work
lobs
489 2376

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

For your convenience The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
.ticarefrliceegcaelatairreatia: ilocier.4.40.0!

ELECTRICAL Ron Hail
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallauon (502( 435 4699
435 4327

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515

530

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
mg ceilings 7534761

502-492-8488

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maror
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

INSIDE beat or RV storage
436-5741.

•

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after 4pm

Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

Vane

1991 GEO Tracker convertible with bikini top yellow/
black, 4x4. 5sp,
p/s,
p/b. cassette, warranty, 1985 RANGER 373 V. 200
_Mercury. fully equipped,
$9000 obo 759-1870 excellent shape 753-0509
CAR stereo installer, ex1987 MONARCH Alumiperience required Send re- num bass boat, fully
sume to, PO Boa 48. Mir-equipped, excellent conchray, Ky 42071
bon, $2500 09. 753-5958
evenings

CUSTOICKJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
pie* installation and sex
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

WEST
4654
K 94
•86 5
46QJ 9 2

EAST

•K*9
•A108

, •9 7 32
+10764
SMITH
*Q.110 8:1
V Q .1 7 :3

•AKQ
•A
The bidding:
North East
West
South
i'ass
24
Pegs
.1*
4•
Opening lead - queen of clubs.
Most deals require nothing more
of decfarer during the play than
proper technique. Fancy- plays such
as squeezes and coups may attract
more attention, hut in the long run
_gond technique will win a great many
more points than all the so-called
fancy plays combined
Consider this deal from a team
contest where Isotit North -South pairs
reached four spades as shown. At
one table. declarer won the opening
club lead with the ace and finessed
Tomollfrow The

the pick of,spaties.'losing to East's
king. South won East'a diamond shift.
led the three of spades to dummy's
ace and discarded a heart on the club
king.
Declarer next fi:d a heart to the
queen, losing to West's king, and
ruffed the club return. However, he
could not avoidlosing two heart tricks
to the A• I 0.so he finished down one.
At the other table, declarer realized that with this heart combination, his best chance to score a trick
in the suit was to lead hearts from
the dummy twice, playing for split
honors or for East to hold the A-K;
Unfortunately,dummy'sonly obvious entry was the spade ace-but
there was a second possibility, and
declarer made sure to allow for it.
Accordingly, after taking the club
ace,losing the spade finesse and winning the diamond shift. South led
the eight of spades to the ace at trick
four, hoping the nine would fall on
the trick.
When East's nine did appear, declarer was a lot closer to home. After
discarding a heart on the club king.
he led a heart to the queen and West's
king. ruffed the club return and led
the citrefully preserved three of
spades to dummy's seven. It was then
a simple matter to lead a heart towards the .1•7 to bring in the game.
art of good defense

We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wail Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.

•

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
We use only commercial sealer that lasts i times longer than retail sealer We
guarantee a professional, clean, neat lots with the latest appleating equipment. Call today for free estimates

Murray Paving Company
”IS here Qua /1 tv

so*/(ii.?

If

Murray

81 Last Main

P./

753-0411

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial

New 7Construction - Repairs
Maintenance .1
- Quality Elettrscal Work Since 1971

Call 759-1960
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TODAY IN HISTORY'

LOOKING- BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 7 the 250th day of 1993. There are 115
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 7, 1892. James J. Corbett knocked out John L. Sullivan in
New Orleans to win the v(orld heavyweight crown in the first major
prize fight conducted under the Marquis of Queensberry rules.
On this date:
In 1533, England's Queen Elizabeth I was born in Greenwich.
In 1822, Brazil declared its independence from Portugal.
In 1825, the Marquis de Lafayette. the French hero of the American
Revolution, bade farewell to President Adams at the White House.
In 1901, the Peace of Beijing ended the Boxer Rebellion in China.
In 1936, rock legend Buddy Holly was born Charles Hardin Holley
in Lubbock, Texas.
In 1940, Nazi Germany began its initial blitz on London during
World War IL .
In 1963, the National Professional Football Hall of Fame was dedicated in Canton, Ohio.
In 1979, the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network.
ESPN, made its cable .TV debut.
In 1986. Desmond Tutu was installed as the first black to lead the
"Anglican Church in southern Africa.
Ten -years ago: Addressing his fellow foreign ministels in Madrid,
Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union staunchly defended his country's downing of Korean Air Lines flight 007, saying the United States
was ultimately responsible for the plane's presence in Soviet airspace.
Five years ago: Vice President George Bush startled an American
Legion audience in Louisville, Ky., by referring to Sept. 7 as Pearl
Harbor Day, which is actually Dec. 7. Realizing his mistake. Bush
said, "Did I say Sept. 7? Sorry -about that."
One year ago: Troops in South Africa fired on African National
Congress supporters near the Transkei homeland, killing 28 and
wounding 200. Baseball Commissioner Fay Vincent resigned, four
days_ after a no-confidence vote by dub owners.
Today's Birthdays: Heart surgeon Dr. Michael DcBakey is 85.
Producer-director Elia Kazan is 84. Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, is
69. Actor John Philip Law is 56. Actress Julie Kavner is 42.
Thought for Today: "People do not live in the present always, at
one with...it. They live at all kinds of and manners of distance from it,
as difficult to measure as the course of planets. Fears and traumas
make their journeys slanted, peripheral, uneven, evasive." — Anais
Nin, American writer .(1903-1977).
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Ten years ago
A local match to a- grant for
funds for a new I3-passenger van
for Calloway Count, Senior Citizens has been received, according
to Tripp Thurman. Senior Citizens director-. ..!
In high school football games,
Trigg County beat Calloway
County, and Camden, Tenn.,
Lions beat Murray High.
Heather Haynes and Clair
Eversmeyer were married July 30
at Auke Bay, Alaska.
Cub Scout Dens Two and Five
of Carter Pack 57 recently visited
the Howard Brandon farm to see
his antique cars and airplane.
Recent births reported at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Hunt. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Miller, 2 boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David Bowles and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Timmy Tucker.

workshop on "Fresh Flower
Arrangements" at a meeting of
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club on Sept. 6.
Thirty years ago
The Tappan Company, Murray
Division, will expand its over the
road trucking operations next
month with the purchase of an
additional tractor and trailer,
according to Robert Wyman, general manager.
Louie Nunn spoke at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Arlie Scott, William -Jeffrey
and Robert W. Jones are new
officers of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Annie Lee Cooper and Mavis
McCamish were leaders for a
study on "Our Methodist Heritage" at a meeting of Woman's
Society of Christian Service of
South Pleasant Glove Methodist
Church.

Twenty years ago
Construction of proposed highway project of U.S. Highway 641
North, expected to cost around
S11 million, could begin in two
years. according to Jac* Gray,
district engineer for Kentucky
Highway Department.
The new addition to MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
exprected to be in use by the
mddle of October, according to
Administrator Stuart Poston.
A Basic Adult Education Class
for Grades 1 to 8 opened Sept. 4
at new Murray Area Vocational
School. Teachers arc Robert Reynolds and Patficta McMullin.
Winona Lyles and Ricky Tucker were married Aug. 31 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Campbell.
Mrs. James Hamilton and Mrs.
Harold Douglas presented a

DEAR mitty About three weeks direct approach might put me in theago. I ato at a ta-.4 food restaurant
same categorx as other men who hit
An attractisc %saw); woman took. "nri herat work. which is something
my order. .111(1 '
,MC!' that day I.
Ewan-trip mead Love at first sight is
haven't been able to stop thinking- new to me. and I don't want to
abouther 1\1'
wreck it
NI-non,. to 1111
in 1OVV
Can ‘rti suggest some way I can
sight, lair there was
something about that gre4 that-w asgain her interest that will set nee
special
apart from es cry other fast food
$1[1124. then I lia‘e returned to
junkie"
the restaurant ...sera] times 1
•
MC FRUSTRATED
know she recognize, me, and occasionally we exchange glances alter
DEAR MC FRUSTRATED:
I've taken a seai. howt-ser. she
You can't short-order a relationhasn't shiu+k
ship, so don't come on too
,pecial.ititerer.t iii
me
strong. You could ask one of her
Its difficult to make small talk
co-workers if the attractive
over the order counter, and the
young woman is married, or liv-

ing (or going) with someone.

* • •

DEAR ABBY. Should a mother
tell her daughter she should lose
some weight if the daughter is 100
pounds overweight and is, still in
her :Ms'
GARI)EN
/AT. l'ALIF

CALVIN and HOBBES
WATS MISUNDERSTOOD

4080D'e
I'M A GEN.1`3

ABOUT YOU P

•

QUOTE OF THE WEER:
-There are no had cooks; there
are only the 'Culinary impaired.'
And bald people are no longer
bald — they are 'tonically challenged.'" 1Patt Morrison, Los
Angeles Times)
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By Peter II. Gott. 11.D.
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"(
OM HA HA,
mE If THE SPOT DOESN'T-9 w1e4 DON'T YOU
emu. NE until '(DU HET HOMESORItv
AND
DAD
JUST
SKIRT
COME OUT Of YOUR
CALL ME W /1410U NEED HELP
I 60T A
UNPACKING...CALL ME WHEN CALL ME IF '10U HAVE A 8140 AIM IN WITH
ME AND THEN
LIITLE
YOU GET THE PICTURES SACK., REACTION TO THAT AVOCADO
CARRIED
WE COULD SIT
CALL tHE IF YOU WANT THE
AVJAY
ADDRESS FOR THOSE PEOPLE WE AND TALK ALL
DATti
oilsi EuERti
I MET... CALL ME IF VOL1 NEED
DAV MOM?
HELP WITH ELECTRA. .

Ixes and
:ellectuals
once they
these Vir1 opportu-standing.

DEAR DR I;OTT Two and a hall
years ago. I had 31i radiation treat
Ments for a growth on my left vocal.
cord because ell a constant ',erre
throat. and I've been diagno‘rd With
-radiation burn Is there any treatment
tor my condit Ion

CALL ME IF
WE,REN'T 301(1%

At the Insurance Agents Wax Museum

ear..
1111*1---;A:—.•/

;
111

and hIcrs
• aid handling
m 41,
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ACROSS
:

NIVABEFF GO CCOL,

MIKE-0 GO cool...,
f\y- PO GO CCOLDADDy GO IA EKT,
MUM GO WERT,
GOGGy 'Thy

8HE IINSTFIE WHO
WORLD FIGURED
OOT!

HotlE 1

1
4
6
11

Deposit
That thing
Sow
College
graduates
13 Mend
15 At home
16 Growing out
of
18 Goes astray
19 Short sleep
21 Goddess of
discord
22 Spanish
article
23 Mexican
shawls
26 Stitch
29 Leave out
31 Break
suddenly
33 Roman 51
34 Concerning
35 At present
38 Stalemate
39 Symbol for

wet•

GARFIELD
TRUE

C'
0

13EtiLVE
YOU COULD LOSE
YOUR SOCKS
AFTER YOU
PT THEM ON

HARP TO

,

2

10 Down
40 Near

Answer tu Previous Puzzle

41 Medicinal
plant

0120 00 OUUU0
0OUUUD MIMEO
0131 0BOUOU0 00
UM 00UU 0BUU
0000 UMW 000
OU000 3000 00
0000 MOM
00 0000 0BOU0
00U 0E100 0000
0000 OBOU OU
UM 0000000 U 0
110 000D 000U00
MUDD 00 U00

43 Matures
45 Permit
47 Make bigger
50 Equally
52 Eat
53 Swab
56 Crippled
58 Consumed
60 Italian river
61 Come on the
scene
83 Encomiums
65 Mountain
lakes
66 Spielberg ID
67 individual

5

® 1993 United Feature Syndicate

5 Crown
6 Gift
7 French
article
8 Church pert
9 Metal
fasteners
10 Metal

1 Ache
2 Arm bone
3 "Et
Brute"
4 Interior

4

3

9-7

DOWN

6

7

8

9

19

23
29

PEANUTS
e(AFTER I GRADUATE

FROM 5CWOOL WILL I
BE A BETTER PERSON'

PROBABLY.. A 6000
EDUCATION 15
VERY IMPO&TANT

21

20
24

31

30

34

TLIATI5 R16141 LEARNIN6
ALWAYS MAKES YOU
A BETTER PERSON

WHAM
42
41

40

4?

45

65

Ik•
al•

a
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First. keep your fluid intake high

Drink six to eight glasses of water a
day This extra fluid will cause your
urine to be dilute. thereby dissolving
substances in the kidneys that could
catea. stones
Second. if yoo have uric acid kidney
stones. making your urine' alkaline
III discourage the uric acid crystals
lrom developing intmstones A table
spoon of bicarb of soda in a glass of
water two or three times a day will

accomplish this Rut ask your doctor
first Ificarb IS not appropriate thera
py for all stones and contains salt.
which

ill

•

•••
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UUU
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id
wi
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id
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volcano
25 Capuchin
monkey
27 Otherwise
28 Emerges
victorious

Regrettably. radiation therapy
often leads to burns in the surround
mg [Issue, with resulting pain To my.
knowledge. there is no treatment.
other than pain medication. for this
common complication Ian afraid this
is the trade Off for having your growth
successfully treated :
DEAR DR G0TT Is there an over
the counter medicine for help with
kidney stones''
DEAR READER No non Kesel-1p
thin medication will help TREAT kid
111'y stones Nonetheless, there are
severaleasy methods that may hetp
prevent them

29 Spoken
hypertensive patients
30 Apportion
must avoid
32 Wampum
38 Bull ring cry
22
'Finally. use a calcium supplement.
37 Belonging to
such
as two TINS two or thrm times
singer Stevie
a day • Because it's actually the phos42 Lamb's pen
24 illia
II
fOodsi that causes stones
phorous
name
44 Precious
to form, additional non phosphorous
iii
stone
containing compounds with calcium
39
36
46 — Bay
may prevent stone-formation
Buccaneers
Before you'ran embark on a pro
43 44
48 Poker stakes
gram to stop kidney stones from form
49 Walks
unsteadily
ing. your family doctor must first dis51 Prophet
roVer 'by a stone analysisi what your
ill
S3 54 II 54 Unlock
stones are composed of Therefore
55 Affectation
encourage you to question nur doctor
56
Note of
so
well as prescription
about this,
scabs
drugs and the techniques I described
57 Suitable
Lia
59 Negative
To give you more information, kam
82 Article
sending you a free espy of my Health
;11.111
64 Proceed
Report "Kidney Disorders
16

16

IS

20 Greek letter
24 Sicilian

14

13
12UU

12 Myself
14 O-T linkup
17 Gratuities

10

•-•t

DIV( READER Certain malign:in
cies shrfnk with radiation therapy. This
treatment is particularly useful when
the tunuirs do ruit lend themselves to
surgical removal, such as in the larynx
where an operation would altruist sure
ly mean permanent loss of voice
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By GARY LARSON
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DFAlt ABB). 'In 1072. I was a .1.1-y ear-old man with a terrible
hango‘er. sitting at my desk. trying
tim correet the horrendous mistake
DEAR (;ARDEN (:ROVE No. that had rust gtotten me tired! The.
People who are 100 pounds night before. I'd been thrown out of
my house by my wife...who had
made good her pronuse to file for •
,divoirce. Besides that.- my physician.
Advised me that I was drinking
tt self to death, and my piles( said
I was on my way to hell if I didn't
quit drinkuig.
--I looked up Alcoholics Anonynuous in the phone bellik. dialed the
number and said I had a •friend who
needed help
Set•ing thrinigh my subterfuge. I
was asked. -Do vou need help'
broke into Tears_ and ceinlessed that
I did.
_—
Today. with 21 years of sobriety,
I have i new career. a new home, a
new-- family . trail new hope :thanks to that iine phone call that
changed my hie b irever.
RE( WERIN(: IN
SEWR'KLEY. l'A.

THE FAR SIDE

I MA GENIUS

overweight do not need to be
told that they should lose
weight.(They have told themselves that often enough.)
Telling someone he or she
needs to lose weight is not help-,
ful — it only adds to the frustration the overweight person is
already experiencing.

If the -Coast is- clear, you
could slip her a note saying you
would like to see her if she's
available — and include your
telephone number. Good luck!

:0A APRA,C,vOU RE NCA .APPv CAmPE2 A2E

12-Jan.
IS share
family
ie you do
y. this is
k to the

Forty years ago
Wells Purdom was appointed,s
to serve on the Power Board by
the Murray City Council.
Bobby Johnson is now stationed as an MP at Kileen, Texas,
after completing basic training at
Camp Cordon, Pa. He and his
wife.- the former Sarah Story,
have been visiting their parents.
Freeman and Thelma Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs. Fcstus Story.
John Thomas. Johnson died
Sept'. 6 in 2 fire at his home on
North Second Street. Murray.
Don Tucker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Tucker of Murray.
attended the 27th national convention of Tall Kappa Epsilon
fraternity at Des Moines, Iowa,
Sept. 1-5. He represented A.O.
Chapter of New Mexico A & M.
Annie Smith and Dr. Hensley
C. Woodbridge were married
Aug. 29 at Corinth: Miss.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

22-Dec.
rgs like a
1 coopertes relail agreekis. then
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DEATHS

1

Mrs. Almeda Lowery Wilson

Dudley R. Whitmer

Mrs. Winnie Virginia Berkley

Dudley R. Whitmer, 94,' Rt. 1, Bremen, died there Saturday
at 8:25 a.m.
A retired farmer, he also worked at Ford 'Garage at Madisonville. He was a member of Bner Creek Cumberland Presbytenan Church and Madisonville Lodge *143 Free and Accepted
Masons..
He was preceded in death by his wife, Mrs. MCIA Whitmer,
on June 19, 1991, and two sons. Leonard Whitmer, formerly of
Murray, and Doyle Whitrner.
Survivors include four grandchildren. Elizabeth Whitmer and
Robert Whitmer, Louisville, Janet Hess, Silver City. Nev., and
John Whitmer, Birmingham. Ala.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Briar Creek
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Bremen. The Rev. J.C.
served as chairman of the Health
Womack and the Rev. Eugene Leslie will officiate.
and, Welfare Committee for fou5,
Burial will follow in Brier Creek Cemetery with arrangements
years, and chairman of the Jefferby Tucker Funeral Home, Sacramento, where friends may call
son County delegation for six
after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday) and at the church from 9 to 11
years.
a.m. on Wednesday.
In 1978, he decided not to seek
re-election in the 37th District,
and instead to run for lieutenant
governor. He dropped out of the
Karl W. Lee, 81, of 1023 State St., Quincy. III., died Saturrace, which was won by Martha
at 10:30 a.m. at his home.
day
Layne Collins.
A resident of Quincy for five years. he was a former resiAs an alderman, Kleier spondent of Murray. He was employed as a heavy equipment opera- sored the Louisville's seat belt
tion in the construction industry and attended First Southern
ordinance, which passed in 1991.
Baptist Church, Quincy.
Born Feb. 26, 1912, at Hazel. Ky., he was the son of the
late Robert Bruce Lee and Elizabeth Helen Bucy Lee. One sister, Mrs. Minnie Alice Butler. and two brothers. Howard Lee
and Lynn Lee.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Helen L. Armstrong Lee, to
S189.
whom he was married in April 1975; one stepdaughter. Mrs.
Police say 29-year-old Melvin
Maxine Kendall and hsisband, Harold. Florissant, Mo.;
Shawn Elliott, who is charged
with several Louisville rapes, stepdaughter-in-law, Sirs. Mary Renard, Quincy; one sister, Mrs.
Edna B. Lee Shipley, West View Nursing Home, Murray; three
escaped from custody Friday in
stcpgrandchildren, Joyce Dixon, Omaha, Neb., Danny Renard,
Lexington, took the van and
Wildwood, Fla., and Keith Renard. Quincy; five stepgreatdrove it to Louisville, where he
grandchildren; four nieces; two nephews.
was later captured.
The funeral will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the chapel
Young said the van had to be
Hansen-Spear Funeral Home, Quincy. The Rev. Paul Mount
did
of
guy
"the
towed because
will officiate.
something to the power steering.
Graveside rites will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at McCuiston
It had no oil in it."
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Young_mid Four Seasons will
Memorials may be made tO First Southern Baptist Church,
make sure all the laundry in the
•••
Quincy, Ill.
truck is accouoted for and
cleaned. Customers should be
able to pick up,the laundq by
Tuesday, he said.

Funeral rites for Mn. Winnie Virginia Berkley were Monday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home. Cadiz. Burial was in Pleasant Hill Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Mrs. Berkley, 71, Cadiz, died Saturday at 6:45 a.m. at her
home.
Survivors include her husband, James Gene Berkley; one son,
Kenneth Berkley, Trigg County; her mother. Mrs. Came Shaw,
Trigg County; half sister. Mrs. Dorothy Downs. Murray; stepbrother, Roy Berkley, Peona, III.; one grandson, Kevin Berkley:
one great-granddaughter.
•_ _

.,Jormer state representative dies at 66
LOU,15_VILLE, Ky. (AP) The funeral will be Wednesday
for former state Rep. Milton
"Jerry" Klcier, who died Sunday
of a heart ailment.
Klcier, a member of the General Assembly for nearly 1.0 years
in the 1970s who later served on
Louisville's Board of Aldermen,
was 66.
A self-employed insurance
agent and a Democrat, Kleier was
elected to represent the 37th District in General Assembly in
1970. and served five terms. He

Karl W. Lee

Stolen cleaning van owner pays fee to recover it
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The owner of a Lexington cleaners had to pay a Louisville
impoundment center S65 to
recover his van after it was stolen
this week by an escaping
pnsoncr.
Bob Young, owner of Four
Seasons Cleaners, also had to
have the van towed the 70 miles
back to Lexington at a cost of

,••

Man charged in
predawn shooting
.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
18-year-old Louisville man was
charged with murder and wanton
endangerment after he allegedly
shot his 14-year-old girlfriend at
his home, police said.
Darryl Goodwin was arrested
after the predawn shooting Sunday and lodged in the Jefferson
County Jail. His arraignment is
scheduled for Tuesday.
Deborah Phillips of Louisville
was shot once in the head with a
small-caliber pistol and died later
at a hospital, police said.

Read the classifieds

Mrs. Almeda Lowery Wilson, 82. of 26610 Ecorse, Taylor,
Mich., 82, died Saturday at 11:30 p.m. at Heritage Hospital .
there.
She was married Aug. 25. 1932. to J.B. Wilson who died
Jan. 31, 1993. She was a member of Trinity Baptist Church at
Taylor. Mich.
Born May 22, 1911, in Doniphan, Mo., she was the daughter
of the late James A. Lowery and Sarah E. Jackson Lowery.
Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Flora McConnell
and Lorene Puckett, and two brothers, Arthur Lowery and
Roben Lowery.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Dolores Roach, Taylor,
Mich., and Mrs. Shirley Watson and husband, Ed, Mansfield,
Tenn.; one son, Ronnie Wilson. St. Louis Park. Minn.; one sister, Mrs. Lola Walston, ,Reidland; seven grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 11 a.m. Wednesday at -the funeral
home.

Mrs. Margaret H. Bohannon
'The funeral for Mrs. Margaret H. Bohannon was today at 11
a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Roy Gibson officiated.
Burial was in Clarks River Cemetery.
Mrs. Bohannon, 73. Rt. 3, Benton, died Sunday at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband. Loyd Bohannon; three daughters, Mrs. Donna Kirk, Murray, Mrs. Rose Mary Allen, Rt. 6,
'Benton, - and Mrs. Janice Lamb, Rt. 2, Murray; two sons, JaCk
L. Waldrop, Murray, and Albert Waldrop, Mayfield; one stepson, Loyd E. Bohannon, Union City, Tenn.; 13 grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren.

Robert (Bob) Parham
Final rites for Robert (Bob) Parham were Monday at 11:30
a.m.' in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Gerald
Baker and 'John Hoover officiated.
Burial was in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mr. Parham, 71, Rt. 1, Mayfield, died Saturday at 240 a.m.
at Pinelake Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Parham; one daughter, Mrs. Jan Johnson, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. :la Mac Wade,
Water Valley; two brothers, James Parham and Billy Parham,
Mayfield; two grandchildren, Ginger Alderdice and Kevin Alderdice, Mayfield.
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